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MAKING AN
IMPACT

T

here can be little doubt that the world is
becoming more aware of the negative impact
which are actions as human beings is having
on the world around us – and the significant
environment and social consequences which result from
this. As an avid watcher of the BBC’s magnificent Blue
Planet series I, like many others, have become even more
painfully aware of how we are adversely affecting the
health and sustainability of the planet in so many different
ways with our modern day habits. As the programme
highlighted, it’s about a whole lot more than our use of
plastic but that is one particular aspect which has really
grabbed attention and is changing people’s daily habits.
Step forward the worlds of investment and financial
planning. When it comes to their investment portfolios,
clients are not immune to this growing awareness about
impact and are becoming more concerned about where
their money is invested. As financial planners, making
sure that your clients’ investments meet their various
objectives has many different aspects to it. This includes
their attitudes to broader factors such as investing for good
– doing things which positively affect the world in which
we live. The ESG, sustainable and impact investment fund
sector has grown significantly in recent years as more and
more companies recognise the importance of sustainable
investing and how it can play a role in encouraging good
practice by businesses. It’s not about avoiding the so called
“bad” companies – the polluters etc. The focus is now on
companies that can bring about positive change – putting
sustainability at the heart of the process. It’s an exciting
development that looks set to become a much more
mainstream concept in future.
That’s why in this month’s edition of IFA Magazine and
also in our June edition, we’re taking a look at sustainable
investing and getting the views and opinions of a range
of different experts in the sector. Our thanks go to Julia
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Dreblow, Ben Constable Maxwell, Dr Marc –Olivier Buffle,
Audrey Ryan and others for their contributions this month.
We hope you find the content of interest and look forward
to bringing you more next month.
MARKETING FOR IFAS
With so many different facets to the successful financial
planning business, it takes a master of the art of multitasking to be good at all of them. Whilst some tasks and
functions will come more readily than others - examples
that spring to mind here are developing and maintaining
sound technical knowledge and client liaison skills marketing the business tends to be an area which many
planners find to be a particularly tough challenge. Yet its
importance cannot be overstated. In the modern era it
is an essential prerequisite for ongoing business success
– and this holds good even if your business is built on
referrals. That’s why in this edition of IFA Magazine we’ve
gathered together a number of experts all of whom have
considerable specialist experience of supporting effective
marketing strategies for financial advice and financial
planning businesses. Our thanks go to Laura Janes, Faith
Liversedge, Jon Pittham and Simon Barbato for sharing
their valuable ideas, insight and practical tips with us this
month. I hope you will find some little nugget amongst
the pages of our “marketing for IFAs” section that sparks
an idea or two that you can take away and use to good effect
within your business.
With all this as well as our regular features –it’s a bumper
edition of IFA Magazine. We hope you like it.
Sue Whitbread
Editor
IFA Magazine
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ROCKET MAN
Burning out his fuse up there alone, says Michael Wilson.
It looks like it's gonna be a long, long time…

S

o here’s my question for this month. How fast
can we expect a country’s economy to grow, and
what happens if it grows faster?

It’s an old conundrum, and it puts me in mind
of the time, forty years ago, when I asked my boss why
people complained that Japan’s trade surplus was too
high? “Son,” he explained wearily, “It’s because it means
everybody else’s deficit is too high. Sooner or later, all
the money is going to end up in the country with the
surpluses. And that’s risky for everybody, and it stops the
other countries from growing as they should, in a balanced
international way.”
PESKY PUSHBACKS
He had a point. And what strikes me about President
Donald Trump’s recent insistence that the US economy
could take off “like a rocket ship”, if only the Federal Reserve
would relax its tight lending policies, is that if it sounds
too good to be true, it probably is. There are automatic
pushbacks that will immediately come into force if the Fed
lowers its interest rates – a weaker dollar, sharply higher
inflation and unsaleable US bond dividends, for a start.
It isn’t clear at present whether Mr Trump understands the
logic of these relationships at all. If not, we may be looking
at a steep learning curve. But heck, we have to
start somewhere.
The point, in America’s case, is that economic growth is
already going at full tilt, thank you very much. (3.4% in
third quarter 2018, slowing to a projected 2.6% in 2019.
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In the industrialised world, only Poland comes close to
that.) America’s unemployment rate is a mere 3.8% (the
euro area was 7.8% in January, and Britain 4%). US retail
spending grew by 2.8% annually in January, and the US
National Retail Federation is forecasting a mighty 2019 rise
of between 3.8% and 4.4%.
And by that reckoning, conventional wisdom says that
the last thing it needs right now is another set of booster
rockets. You could get away with 4% GDP growth (and

What strikes me about President
Donald Trump’s recent insistence
that the US economy could take
off “like a rocket ship”, if only the
Federal Reserve would relax its tight
lending policies, is that if it sounds
too good to be true, it probably is

more) in developing countries like China (6.5%), India
(6.6%), parts of south east Asia, or Chile and Peru, but
that’s because they all have huge untapped resources of
household demand that will allow for great latitude before
market saturation sets in and everyone has a fridge and a
car. But America? Nope.
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Let’s wind back the argument by 15 months or so, to the
point where President Trump was whingeing that his brand
new appointee to the Federal Reserve chairmanship, Jay
Powell, was obstructing US prospects by talking about
gradually raising bank rates, so as to head off what the Fed
saw as an unhealthily high rate of economic growth. Trump
had fallen out with his last Fed chair, the Obama-appointed
Janet Yellen, for making a very similar case, but he had
assumed that his own man would be more loyal.
Alas, he has spent much of the last six months railing
instead about Powell: last December he declared that he
was “not even a little bit happy” with the Federal Reserve

I’ll concede that my assessment
of the President ’s economic
and political acumen has
not always been flattering

chairman, and he was even reported to be canvassing
opinions on whether his appointee could be sacked before
his first year was out? So it came as no surprise in early
April when Mr Trump demanded a cut in US interest rates,
together with the sell-off of the bonds which the Fed had
bought back during the quantitative easing programme of
the last decade. All of this, he said, would put the soaring
economy into some sort of interstellar overdrive.
Now, I’ll concede that my assessment of the President’s
economic and political acumen has not always been

I FAmagazine.com
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flattering. At its core, Trump’s belief is that America’s trade
and diplomatic relationships are a one-dimensional matter
of America versus the rest, with all power reverting to the
winner of each one-on-one gladiatorial round. The concept
of a multilateral growth pattern that depends on mutual
and international support is alien to his zero-sum thinking.
In Trump’s mind, when one country wins another country
loses, and by the same amount. The international system
can’t be bigger than the sum of its parts – instead, the point
of the exercise is to fight for the biggest part.
SEIZING THE CONTROLS
Some observers have seen Mr Trump’s insistence on
escaping the bounds of fiscal gravity as part of a general
need to tighten his personal control, and never mind the
awkward details. His personal power seems to have grown
in the last month, since the Mueller Report on Russian
collusion turned out an inconclusive report that his
supporters have claimed has exonerated him.
The US Supreme Court is now packed with rightist judges
who the President has personally appointed. The foreign
affairs departments are headed by figures who can be relied
on to bash China and Iran, salute North Korea, and ignore
Africa. The security agencies, with whom he disagrees on
just about everything, have been all but sidelined. And the
Homeland Security Secretary Kirstjen Nielsen resigned in
April after only 18 months in office, just as the President
announced a tougher run on the Mexican border.
So what could be more natural now than for the White
House to seize control of US fiscal policy as well? Why not
ditch the insubordinate Fed chairman and direct central
bank policy from the Oval Office? And never mind the
namby-pamby moaners who caution about the need to
proceed carefully?
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There are more worries
here than we might
suppose. The political
independence of central
banks is a shibboleth of
the free trading world, and
an important guarantor of
policy stability through thick and
thin, through left wing and right wing
governments. I’ll grant you that Britain didn’t get formal
independence for its own Bank of England until 1997,
but even before that its impartiality was a touchstone of
London’s international credibility. No foreigner would want
to buy sterling paper unless it was backed by a solid and
sensible policy committee with the freedom to make up its
own mind. Would they?

Erdogan, like Trump, also supervised an improbably fastgrowing domestic economy without any proper knowledge
of economic principles – although that was some years ago!
– but he has been having a crash course (with a capital C)
in the last couple of years. On the one hand, he has recently
been moved to stop his central bank from raising interest
rates in an effort to halt the galloping inflation it caused –
and to head off intense pressure on the Turkish lira.
And on the other, he has caused consternation by ordering
the country’s small shops not to raise their retail prices
in response to much higher wholesale prices (because
of the aforementioned weakening currency). With
unemployment riding above 12%, the population appears
to have given him short shrift: at the time of writing (midApril), the Turkish leader was trying to annul local elections
which he had inconveniently lost. Not even Mr Trump
would be tempted to try that one.
SUGAR RUSH

Unfortunately, as we’ve said, the
really bad news for us old-time
Trump doubters is that America’s
economy appears to be in rather
good shape at the moment

So does President Trump have what it takes to steer a
national fiscal policy? He certainly seems to think so.
Perhaps he might like to check the experience of the
Turkish president Recep Tayyip Erdogan, who has been
there before him?
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Unfortunately, as we’ve said, the really bad news for us oldtime Trump doubters is that America’s economy appears
to be in rather good shape at the moment. We sceptics may
carp about the expected plunge in corporate profitability
this year, and a lot of us don’t trust the Shiller CAPE ratios,
which are still close to their all-time highs, and we don’t see
anything good coming for US industrial output, or for its
farming, as long as Trump’s trade tariffs continue to hurt
the nation’s producers.
But we’d be fools to deny that, on the face of it, President
Trump is having a good run of luck. The last year has been
generally excellent for US equities, which are one of the
Prez’s favourite measures of his economic success when the
indices are rising, and one of his favourite punchbags when
they’re not.
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We British curmudgeons are inclined to dismiss all this,
protesting that America is enjoying a nutrient-free sugar
rush that’s come from the $1.6 trillion of tax giveaways that
the Trump administration handed out two years ago. We
dismiss Trump’s claim that his sugar pill has generated any
kind of lasting or fundamental growth in the US economy.
We draw comfort from the fact that a large proportion
of the sugar pill has been used by Wall Street’s listed
companies to buy back about $1 trillion worth of shares
and debt obligations; indeed, on those figures it doesn’t
look as though very much of the tax breaks have gone back
into net business investment at all.
We sceptics might also add that America’s current spending
boom has been substantially paid for by expanding the
level of consumer debt – and, more worryingly, by a
dramatic increase in high risk sub-prime borrowing. But
unfortunately (for us sceptics), that wouldn’t alter the fact
that US jobs are being created somehow or other. The
psychology of infectious optimism is a very complex thing.
WHAT OF THE BOND MARKETS?
But we digress. Where does Trump’s economic growth
programme go from here? We hardly need to wonder. With
the 2020 presidential elections coming up fast, and with
most analysts expecting that the first phase of the Prez’s
booster rockets are now approaching burnout, what could
be more logical than to sweeten up the national mood with
another well-timed burst of government paper ballistics?
All of it paid for by the nation’s grandchildren, just as the
last lot was.
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a few weeks. If it went on for long, or if the President
doubled down against China, it might even weaken the
dollar’s supremacy. (I was going to say “endanger”, but upon
reflection I doubt that the euro could muster enough cred
at the moment to seriously threaten it.)
I could go on, but we’d be well into the realms of
speculation. So let’s move on to a few solid facts by looking
at who actually owns the US government debt that Trump
controls. At the end of 2018, according to data from the
Federal Reserve, foreign countries held $6.27 trillion of US
government debt – and that’s about four months’ GDP,
by the way. Naturally, the US holds other countries’ bonds
in turn, but it’s the influence patterns that I’m interested
in here.
Of this $6.27 trillion, $1.123 trillion was held by China, plus
another $196 billion by Hong Kong. $1.042 trillion was
held by Japan, $303 billion by Brazil, $280 billion by Ireland
and $273 billion by the United Kingdom. The eurozone’s
other holdings are vanishingly small – even Germany
holds only $70 billion, according to these figures, although
Belgium, Luxembourg and non-member Switzerland are
all in the $200 billion zone. (Don’t forget also the $211
billion held in the secretive Cayman Islands.)
What does all that suggests? It suggests that Mr Trump
doesn’t depend on keeping the fiscal peace with Europe,
nearly as much as he does with China, which holds 21% of
his country’s government paper. That’s a takeaway that may
yet give the President a bad dose of indigestion. Don’t lose
sight of that international perspective, Donald, whatever
you do.

That, of course, would be a political master stroke, but it
wouldn’t be entirely without problems. Chinese purchases
of US government bonds would slow to a halt, for a start,
and that in turn would send US bond yields soaring within
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ACTIVE

or

Brian Tora takes a personal look at the ongoing investment debate
between these two different investment styles and explains why
active management still has a place in his investment portfolio

I

have a friend who is a serious investor. Having
been an investment analyst for one of the major
American investment banks, he is now semi-retired
and confines his business activities to training a
new generation of investment analysts on a self-employed
basis. This is so he can concentrate more on running his

own not insubstantial share portfolio. What is interesting
about his approach is that he is an active investor, investing
directly in the shares of companies he has rigorously
researched himself, yet if you ask him for advice on
where to invest, he will unfailingly direct you to index
linked funds.

Prudential is a trading name of Prudential Distribution Limited. Prudential Distribution Limited is registered in Scotland. Registered
Office at Craigforth, Stirling FK9 4UE. Registered number SC212640. Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
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THE “PASSIVE” DEBATE
His reasoning is simple. Unless you have the ability
and commitment to undertake in depth research into
companies, you are better off taking the passive approach
on the basis that more fund managers underperform
the market averages than succeed in beating them. Sadly
the statistics support this contention, though it is hardly
surprising that they do. Markets are a zero-sum game for
investors. For every fund manager who outperforms the
index, another must fail to beat it. Moreover, indices do
not suffer costs, whereas funds do, so the dice is weighted
against the investor.

Markets are a zero-sum game
for investors. For ever y fund
manager who outperforms the
index, another must fail to beat it

That said, most investors are prepared to adopt an active
stance in an effort to stay ahead in the game, despite
clear evidence that many will fail to do so. True, passive
investing is becoming increasingly popular, particularly
amongst pension funds where the lower charges applied to
these funds add to their attraction. But the growth of this
approach to investing carries its own set of challenges.
EXPLOITING ANOMALIES
Computers are playing an increasingly important role in
the investment management sector. Aside from the way
in which technology makes simple the task of running a
passive investment vehicle, algorithms exist that seek to
profit from the changes that become necessary when an
index undergoes constituent changes. As Exchange Traded
Funds (ETFs) started to develop, traders in investment
banks sought to arbitrage between the cash and derivatives
markets in order to exploit anomalies. Interestingly, I was
told by a senior executive at one of the larger ETF operators
that traders at Lehman Brothers – the bank that triggered
the financial crisis of 2008 when it collapsed – were
amongst the best at profiting from such anomalies.

PruFolio

Funds that revolve
around real client needs
Explore a simpler, more diverse investment option with the PruFolio
Risk Managed Range. Transform your client’s investment universe with
a choice of 15 funds across active, passive and smoothed investment
styles and 5 consistent risk strategies available on 23 platforms.

Discover more at pruadviser.co.uk/prufolio
This is just for UK advisers – it’s not for use with clients.
The value of any investment can go down as well as up so
your customer might get back less than they put in.
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A RISE IN VOLATILITY
Today passive investing is truly
a massive business and the
use of technology in managing
investments has become far
more sophisticated. This can, of
course, add to volatility as events
that trigger a change in underlying
portfolios could result in very large
buy or sell orders being placed in the
market by a wide variety of operators.
While the last quarter of 2018 did see
an increase in volatility, the first quarter
of 2019 has been remarkably calm,
given the very significant events that
have been taking place around
the world.
One possible outcome of the
concentration of investment power
into passive vehicles could be the
condensation of market cycles. In
other words, bull and bear phases take
place more swiftly than has been the
case in the past.
This is a situation that could allow
nimble active managers to benefit, but
spotting who the winners and losers
might be in the active universe is no easy
task. Moreover, success in the active field
can lead to massive investment inflows,
which in turn can change the dynamics of
the fund being managed.
AN ACTIVE APPROACH CAN
DELIVER
So, in some measure taking the passive
investment route can be considered as an
opt out from trying to stay abreast of the
active scene. However, there are managers
who have delivered consistent long term
outperformance. The emphasis must be
on long term, though, as even the best
of active managers will be caught on the
wrong foot from time to time. Perhaps the
best medium for judging the long term
strength of individual managers lies in the
closed-ended market. Investment trusts are,
after all, unlikely to see portfolio performance
impacted by inflows or outflows.
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Personally I favour a mix
of investment trusts and
open-ended funds in my
portfolio. Aside from
anything else, there are
some asset classes better
suited to be managed
within a closed-ended
environment – like
property and private
equity. Indeed, some
areas have more limited
passive options, though these
days you can index just about
anything. And if diversification
remains the principal risk
management tool for portfolio
compilers, it makes sense to include
as wide a range of asset classes as is
appropriate for the underlying client.
ACTIVE AND PASSIVE
There is no reason not to adopt both
active and passive approaches in a
portfolio. Some strategies
are based precisely on
such methodology,
with often a core/
satellite portfolio
construction
being adopted.
Other management
techniques include
using index funds as a
temporary measure to gain
exposure to a particular market or
asset class until a suitable active fund
is identified. I have nothing against
either approach, but cannot help feeling
it will be a more difficult environment for
investors if active management is squeezed
into the margins of investing. I plan to continue
to fly the active flag and hope that by careful
research and rigorous monitoring
I can stay ahead of the game.
Brian Tora is a consultant to investment managers,
JM Finn.
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Retirement?
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We consider every business to be unique, and therefore finding the right solution for
you starts with a thorough understanding of your business operations and your wish list.
Only from here can we make valuable introductions which align to both party’s needs.
If you would like to discuss options to sell, exit or retire, or acquire
IFA businesses, please get in touch for a confidential discussion.
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Will we be
Should the financial planning profession be worried about the impact
of lower cost, technology-driven solutions? Not if you keep the focus
on great client service stresses Brett Davidson of FP Advance

H

ow many businesses do you interact with
where the service is total rubbish? If you’re
like me, then the answer is “far too many”.
Let me give you some examples:

My big local hardware chain store, selling hardware
supplies for the garden and outdoors, is appalling. Finding
a member of staff to help is almost impossible, and those
I’ve spoken to are unenthusiastic and know very little about
the ten million products that they stock. I don’t blame the
individual staff for this, by the way; a fish always stinks from
the head.
It’s so bad I’ll do anything to avoid going there. The only
time I do go is when I can find something I know and
understand myself (like a light bulb).
I’ve written before about restaurants and eateries that have
a ‘Wait Here to be Seated’ sign at the door, only to leave you
hanging around there for way too long. It’s a really poor
first impression.
I also remember one Friday night in a packed bar in
London. You can just imagine the scene - seven people
across and three deep at the bar – with just two staff trying
to serve everybody. Just to rub it in, the bar staff did the
fancy dance, juggling bottles and ingredients as it took
them five minutes to make one drink. Who could have
possibly foreseen that the bar would be busy on a Friday
night? Ever thought of opening a beer and wine service area
separate to cocktails?
I feel so much better for getting all of this off my chest,
so thanks for sticking with me. However, there is a very
serious point.
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SERVICE STANDARDS
The supposed rationale in all of these businesses is that
wages are your biggest cost, so keep them low. However, this
line of thinking is short sighted in the extreme. Customers
walk out the door without buying anything and never
come back again, or do buy something but vow never to
return. That’s a far bigger cost than a few extra staff, and it
never shows up anywhere in the P&L.
As one of my old business school lecturers said, “Don’t let
the accountants run the company.”
I’m sure as a customer you’ve often thought the same thing
when you’ve had a poor experience.
THE BEST BUY BOOST
I recently came across an article in one of my regular emails
from Verne Harnish, author of Scaling Up: How a Few
Companies Make It and Why the Rest Don’t. It was about
Best Buy, the big consumer electronics group in the US.
Hubert Joly, the CEO who has lead a turnaround there,
has no retail experience. Best Buy’s stock even fell ten
percent the day he was named CEO. However, their stock
has quadrupled in the last six years, despite the fact they
were supposed to be destroyed by Amazon (like every
other retailer).
One of the keys to the turnaround has been providing
‘in-home advisers’ who advise on and install the stuff
you purchase. Salespeople have been upskilled to focus
on consultative selling. In the words of Bryan Bucknell, a
self-proclaimed “longtime sales dude” at Best Buy, the sales
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staff aims “to establish long-term relationships with their
customers, rather than chase one-time transactions.”
“Be a consultant, not a salesperson,” Bucknell says.
“Use phrases like: ‘How would you like it if…?,’‘Do you
think it would help if you could…?,’‘Have you ever
thought about…?’”
As Verne said in his email, “See, it’s not an industry
knowledge issue, it’s a leadership issue”.
LESSON LEARNED
It’s not just retailers that are petrified of Amazon. When
they bought Whole Foods, other supermarkets held
their breath. Same when they bought online prescription
startup PillPack, or when they announced their health care
partnership with Warren Buffett’s Berkshire Hathaway and
J.P. Morgan Chase.
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needs and an increase in skills, you can absolutely compete
with a price-led proposition. Even from a company as big
and powerful as Amazon.
Do you, and the advisers who work with you, have the skills
to continually hold high-quality conversations with clients?
And remember the bar is always getting higher. Standing
still in this area is unlikely to cut it over the long term.
I’m paraphrasing Daniel H. Pink in his book, To Sell is
Human, when he says that we were taught that the
highest value in selling is problem solving. That’s old
school. Today, Pink says, the highest value in selling is
problem identification.
And this is exactly what well trained and skilled advisers
assist new clients with. The client presents with what
they think is the problem: typical examples might be
questions such as“Should I invest in x or y?” or “Should
I buy a pension?”
Average advisers answer those questions directly, take an
order, and make a sale.

I’ve written before about restaurants
and eateries that have a ‘ Wait
Here to be Seated’ sign at the
door, only to leave you hanging
around there for way too long.
It ’s a really poor first impression

Great advisers ask the client more questions. Questions
that allow the client to discover for themselves what the real
issue is.
For example:
• Where would you like to get to financially? Why is that
important to you?
• What value can I add?
• What does good look like as an outcome here?

Within the financial planning and advice profession, we
live and work in the age of robo advice, and the incredible
developments in artificial intelligence (AI). There are
plenty of reasons to fear our own ‘Amazon moment’; the
realisation that a tech-driven solution can provide what we
sell, but at a much cheaper price.
Yet the lesson from Best Buy is that with a focus on client
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• What are the implications of doing nothing?
• What have you thought of already?
• What concerns do you have about resolving this issue?
Or any other issues?
• How will you measure our performance?
Usually the real issue is far larger than what the client came
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in for. Issues like, “How much is enough?”; “How do I best
organise my finances to allow me to live my ideal life?”; or
“How do I help or protect my family?”
Like Best Buy, the best Financial Planning firms are
doubling down on the things that their ‘stack ‘em high,
sell ‘em cheap’ competitors can’t do. And it’s got little to do
with finding the best investments, and everything to do
with helping clients solve their own issues via a facilitated,
consultative, selling process. Building lifelong relationships
that are highly valued and worth paying for.
Great service beats low prices every time.
EXTRA INFORMATION
Best Buy Should Be Dead, But It ’s Thriving in the Age of Amazon

Discover
alternative
income
opportunities
bassetgold.co.uk/IFA
0800 249 4555

The big-box retailer doesn’t just want to sell you electronics.
It wants its in-home consultants to be “personal chief
technology officers.”

About Brett Davidson
Brett is the Founder of FP Advance, the boutique
consulting firm that helps financial planning professionals
to advise better and live better.
He is recognised as one of the leading consultants to
financial advisers in the UK. You can follow Brett online
and via social media:
You can follow Brett online and via social media:
Twitter: @brettdavidson
Facebook: www.facebook.com/FPAdvanceLtd
LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/in/davidsonbrett
Website: www.fpadvance.com
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Risk Warning and Disclaimer

Your capital is at risk when investing in
unlisted bonds and Bond repayments
are not guaranteed under the Financial
Services Compensation Scheme. Basset
& Gold is a trading name of B&G Finance
Ltd and Basset & Gold Plc., which are
both companies in the Basset & Gold
Group. Promotion of the bonds and
arranging investment is through B&G
Finance Ltd. and the bonds are issued
by Basset & Gold Plc. Only B&G Finance
is authorised and regulated by the
Financial Conduct Authority (“FCA”) in the
UK as FRN 788684.I FAmagazine.com
ISA rules apply.
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STAND
TO

How strong is your brand? Simon Barbato, of Mr. B
& Friends, takes us through a case study approach to
demonstrate why having a clear brand strategy is crucial to
the ongoing success of your financial planning business

W

ith over 25 years experience in
developing brands and marketing
campaigns for organisations in the
financial services sector, I can say with
some confidence that it’s not enough to rely solely on your
products and services to see your business succeed.
In the IFA sector, there are in excess of 15,000 individuals
and firms competing for clients’ attention. Finding a way to
stand out is essential and in this market, first impressions
really do count. Clients are becoming increasingly more
discerning – and sometimes cynical – of what’s on offer
from the myriad of providers so therefore achieving that
critical positive first impression could be the difference
between success and failure. The challenge is to find your
voice in a market where clients are increasingly confounded
by the ‘noise’ of multiple providers with similar offerings.
Your brand is what people say about you when you’re not
in the room.
It’s so much more than a logo. Your brand – and how
it is presented to the outside world – is you and your
organisation’s voice. It encapsulates what you do, how you
do it and why your clients value you. It’s the platform for
your reason for being and carries your credibility, capability
and reputation. Your branding is the way you tell that story
in a wide array of applications such as website, collateral
and your client touch points. Successful brands can, on
average, capture three times the sales volume of weak
brands according to a large study analysing shopping
habits by Kantar Millward Brown.
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Interactions with a strong brand create positive associations
in the mind of the customer or client. If the product USP
addresses a consumer’s need then it is the brand that
represents consumer choice.
There are a number of factors that should be considered
when developing your brand; a clear and differentiated
positioning that concisely articulates your product and
service proposition, a brand identity – visual and verbal
language that is aligned to the client you are looking to
work with and a well thought through client experience
strategy that enables your clients to achieve their goals,
minimise their effort and make them feel valued as
a customer.

Your brand is what people say about
you when you’re not in the room

Brand development of this nature is not just the preserve
of large organisations – we’ve helped companies of all sizes
to define their brands in order to thrive.
To illustrate the point, I’ll share a few case studies –
examples of how brand has had a positive impact on
three different companies operating in different parts of
the financial advice spectrum:
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1. CAPITAL ASSET MANAGEMENT.
This is a boutique wealth management company which
guides high net worth individuals in both the accumulation
and decumulation stages of their life and wealth. CEO
Alan Smith is a true client partner. His approach is based
upon understanding that the client’s capital is so much
more than money, and therefore he – and the business
– look holistically at the things that matter most before
planning a roadmap that will help clients to achieve their
goals, and dreams.

and create a positive and striking brand image. It needs to
reflect the soul of the business, what it stands for and what
customers can expect if they engage. Financial services
is generally seen as a stuffy industry with old fashioned
branding and I think that many consumers are looking for
more modern, engaging and positive brands to help them.
Many firms in the sector could probably do with a brand
refresh to reflect how the market is evolving."
2. DENTONS WEALTH

Alan approached Mr B & Friends to create a new brand
strategy and visual identity that portrayed his approach,
in a style that connected with his discerning clients.

Dentons Wealth is a hugely successful subsidiary of
Dentons Pensions, a SIPP and SSAS provider. Today
Dentons Wealth manages over £250m AUM for a portfolio
of more than 800 clients. Our brand work here was to
adopt a flavour of the parent corporate identity, but
provide a clear value proposition for the subsidiary.

We developed a positioning idea of ‘Planning tomorrow
today’, which perfectly captured the client–centric and
future–focused proposition he was able to deliver.

Transparency was a key driver in their working practice
and became central to the brand positioning idea. This
led us to develop a visual and verbal language that
communicated this idea through visuals and copy.
Our work extended to literature, website and a range
of customer communication touchpoints.

These few words from Alan sum up the importance
of brand in financial planning rather succinctly: "In a
crowded marketplace, it's important to differentiate
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3. MAZE WEALTH
Maze Wealth was a very different client. A small regional
financial planning firm, run by a husband and wife team,
the business owners wanted to rebrand and create a
new name and identity to use as a platform for growth.
The name was inspired by the famous Gordon Ramsay
restaurant, reflecting impeccably quality and first
class service.

About Simon Barbato

The brand identity developed took on board the values
that the business owners had identified and translated
it into a stylish design execution that worked for their
target audience.
So, these three different companies with three different
approaches to brand However, what’s common to all
three is the impact that brand has had on creating their
own sense of identity, achieving a positive first impression
and guiding how they present their business to the world.
These companies have been transformed from being
service providers into trusted partners who stand for
something, and that in turn helps them to stand out from
the crowd.
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Simon Barbato is Founder and CEO of Mr B & Friends,
an independent brand, marketing and digital agency.
Having started agency life in London working for
renowned firms such as Ogilvy and Light & Coley, Simon
was determined to start and grow his own business.
Established in 2006, Mr B & Friends has grown to
become one of the leading agencies in the South
West. Headquartered in Bristol’s thriving Temple Quay,
the company has clients across a number of sectors,
including financial services. The agency specialises
in helping ambitious brands from household names
to innovative SMEs to develop brave thinking,
beautiful brands and successful marketing that
engages consumers.
Simon works with clients at a senior level to help develop
their organisations by using brand, creativity and digital
as a competitive advantage. He’s fascinated about
business, and gets motivated by what leaders are
trying to achieve within their organisations. It’s this
blend of entrepreneurship, commercial acumen and
outstanding brand development skills that clients buy
into and provide the inspiration for the agency mantra;
Where Next?
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EIGHT THINGS GREAT
BRANDS KNOW HOW TO DO
As a financial planner, it’s never been easier to take your message public
– with innumerable places to say what you want to say, getting out there
is easy. Getting noticed is a different matter. With practical tips on how
you can do just that, Laura Janes of Uniquity digs down into the detail

B

eing present isn’t the same as being heard, so
to make the most of your firm’s marketing
budget you need a plan that’s thoughtthrough, repeatable and measurable. Get the
basics right and the rest will follow. When it comes to the
basics, a great place to start is to assess what you do and
how you do it in the light of the following considerations:

how you should behave to help your clients get where they
need to be. You don’t have to use the words ‘vision’, ‘mission’
or ‘values’ if you’d rather call them something else, but you
do need to know what you’re in business to achieve, how
you’ll get there and what you stand for.

1. KNOW WHO YOU ARE, WHAT YOU DO
AND WHY

Speaking of your clients, you should be speaking of your
clients. It’s important to strike the right balance between
telling people what you’ve achieved and explaining what
that means for their situation.

Having a clear and inspiring vision is essential. You need
to know what your business is all about. Understanding
the who and the why of your business may seem obvious,
until you turn your attention outward. It’s not just about
knowing – it’s about being able to articulate what you
stand for, to your staff and your clients, otherwise it’s
not much use.

3. IT’S ABOUT THE CLIENT

People will generally come to you with two things – a
problem and a goal. If you don’t establish how you can
alleviate the first and help them reach the second, their
attention will wane and no amount of enthusiastic copy
about accomplishments will make any difference.

A good way to do this is to come up with a one-liner
that sets up a character (your client), their problem, your
solution and what it allows them to achieve. Whittle it
down to a couple of sentences and when you’re happy
with it, put it everywhere. Make it your mantra.

There’s nothing wrong with pointing out your experience
and knowhow, but it needs to be in the context of the
client’s needs. As filmmakers say, ‘show, don’t tell’.

2. VISION, MISSION, VALUES – DISCUSS

In a world of short attention spans and little disposable
time, establishing yourself as a recognisable voice is crucial.
Familiarity is a building block of trust and part of that lies
in positioning yourself as a ‘voice’ that the reader comes to
know and relate to, rather than a disembodied source of
data among thousands of others.

They’re all words you’ll hear in marketing and you probably
have them all… somewhere. Knowing which is which
matters, so you can get straight in your own head exactly
what you’re trying to communicate.
Your vision sets out the world you want to inhabit. It’s a
broad statement of aspirations – for Disney, it’s ‘To make
people happy’. Your mission statement is concerned with
what you’ll do to get there, so for Google that’s ‘To organise
the world’s information and make it universally accessible
and useful’.
Your values are more about a moral direction – a guide to
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4. BE YOU

What we want as marketers is to establish lasting
relationships with clients – associations in which the
client keeps coming back because they like the service
they received and they take note when they hear our ‘voice’
in the crowd.
Your tone of voice is a big part of this – it should be clear,
consistent and accurate. Beyond those pillars, it’s up to you
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how formal or irreverent you are. The key is to make sure
you know the image you’re trying to project – thinking
of a well-known celebrity who embodies your values can
really help.

From a one-page plan with your top lines through to
actionable 90-day plans and weekly spot checks, there’s no
single document that does it all. Think of planning as a
toolkit that allows you to make adjustments, big or small.

5. CONSISTENCY MATTERS

8. BUILD A COMMUNITY

Consistency in your communications is an important part
of establishing yourself as a brand – it helps people to know
what you stand for, what to expect and where to find you.
That last part is important because with so many marketing
tools around, you can’t do a consistently good job of
them all.

Finally, remember that it’s not just about us and the clients.
We’ve looked at being active in the right social domains
and that’s a big part of building a community. But we’re not
only trying to reach clients – because it’s not only us that
they listen to.

You need to know which hangouts to target by
understanding where your potential clients spend their
time. Once you do, you need to be posting consistently, in
terms of tone, quality and regularity. What you’ll become
is a dependable source of insight and a name that springs
to mind when a client needs you. But it goes further –
consistency of service must follow.
6. GIVE PEOPLE THE FEELS
Maya Angelou said “people will never forget how
you made them feel”. Great client experiences come
from making people feel good. But it’s not a one-shot
thing – it’s something that continues throughout our
working relationship.

We’re also trying to land well with influencers – the
people whose opinions matter to our clients, whether
it’s family, friends, personal acquaintances or wellknown personalities.
Word of mouth remains a very powerful tool and it’s one
of the easiest and most effective routes to growth. We
need to understand where these influencers come into the
journey and ensure that when people say things about our
products or services, they’re the right things.
If you’d like to take a fresh look at your marketing strategy,
understand where you are now and build a brand for the
business you really want, we’d love to help. Uniquity delivers
breakthrough marketing for financial businesses – turning
potential into performance. As an IFA Magazine reader, you
are welcome to book your free discover y call today.

How people experience a brand is ongoing and it’s not
enough to draw people in then freewheel it from there.
Client communications, at every stage, must be tuned in
to what clients are experiencing, their pain points and
what they need from us.
It’s important to say the right things in the right way,
but also to remember context, because different stages
of the client journey require different approaches. In a
conversation we’d take cues from the other participant –
we’d think about what they’re seeing, thinking and doing,
to inform how we should respond. Content needs to be
flexible and intelligent enough to stay compelling at
every stage.
7. MEASURE AND PLAN
Peter Drucker said, “what gets measured gets managed”.
Just remember that what you’re measuring above anything
else is impact – yes, look at what previous campaigns cost,
how were they deployed, what the traffic looked like. But
the real information to look for is what impact they had on
your audience. It’s here that you’ll learn what to do more of.
While measuring lets you learn from the past and interpret
the present, at the other end, planning assures the future.
You should have different types of plan to help you make
sure that, once you embark on a strategy, you’re able to
stick to it.
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About Laura Janes
Following a career immersed in financial services
marketing at Lloyds, AXA and the Bath Executive MBA
scheme – Laura has built specialist expertise and a
formidable reputation for her consultative work in
the financial sector. Supporting business in strategy,
marketing and branding. Laura founded Uniquity in
2016 to provide maximum marketing support at a
manageable cost. Working on a project or retained
basis, Uniquity is on a mission to build better financial
services brands that reach the customers that matter.
In turn, we empower financial services professionals
and their clients to achieve the success they deserve.
A proven performer at engaging high-net-worth clients
and building online propositions, today she leads a
cross-purpose team in offering a complete marketing
solution for your businesses.
Laura Janes - Founder
hello@uniquity.co
www.uniquity.co
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REALLY

DO YOU
NEED TO DO MARKETING?
If referrals are the bedrock of success for your financial
planning business, it doesn’t mean you can ignore the
power of marketing as Faith Liversedge explains

I

get it. You’re suspicious.
Marketing isn’t for you. It’s for brands like Coca
Cola and McDonald’s.

Marketing people speak gobbledygook about social media,
analytics and the power of blogging. They only use Apple
Macs and buy their lunch from Pret.
Marketing is an additional expense. And you don’t need
any of it because you get your business through referrals.
Yes, I hear you.
MARKETING DOESN’T HAVE THE GREATEST
IMAGE
Even the good quotes, when taken out of context, can
sound fluffy and naïve.
“Marketing is no longer about the stuff you make but the
stories you tell,” says Seth Godin.
Well, what are you supposed to do when you read things
like that?
You’re busy, seeing clients, fielding calls, running
the business and trying to keep up with regulatory
requirements that seem to change with the weather; even if
you know you need to ‘do marketing’ where do you start?
With Hansel and Gretel?
Well, keep reading, because I’m going to tell you
A CHANGING LANDSCAPE
There are some ‘marketing’ things that even businesses
which run on referrals need to have these days, and that’s
because of two main things:
1. Consumers attitudes have changed
2. The advice landscape has changed
Clients these days – even the baby boomer demographic
– behave differently now that the internet is part of all our
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lives. The ‘information super highway’ as it was once called
(remember that?!) has made us all more demanding, more
powerful, more knowledgeable and discerning. Just think
about your own buying behaviour.
In addition, developments in the advice landscape have
forced advisers to be more transparent about their
processes and charges. These have moved the spotlight to
adding real value for clients. And when your value-add is
largely invisible to the naked eye and based on a promise of
something happening or not happening in the future, then
it becomes difficult to sell the benefits without some input
from marketing.
SO WHAT SHOULD THAT INPUT BE?
Even if your business is built on referrals, those people
who are being referred to you will at the very least check
you out online. They need to know you’re legit if they’re
going to park their life savings with you and trust you to
help them achieve their goals in life. So, at the most basic
end of marketing you need a secure, professional and
up-to-date website.
That’s because these days, clients aren’t just comparing you
to other advisers, they’re comparing you to other service
providers too: think Facebook, AirBnB, mature-dating sites,
fitness sites, restaurant sites, shopping sites, museum sites
etc. This means they know what ‘good’ looks like – and
what ‘bad’ does too. They’re expecting VIP treatment.
Prospective clients will quickly pick up when a company
is being transparent and also when they’re holding back
information. They can tell when someone’s being honest
and when they’re being cliched. They know how a real
review should sound and what a made up one is.
The ‘bad’ things are going to confirm their deep-seated –
may be unconscious – opinions of who a ‘financial adviser’
is: intimidating, unapproachable, stuffy, out of touch and
difficult to trust.
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ADVISER WEBSITE BINGO
Not convinced? It’s time to play adviser website bingo. How
many of these have you come across on ‘financial’ websites?
Stock imagery - senior couples with immaculately
coiffed hair in co-ordinated beige outfits sitting on boats /
the beach / in a creepily minimalist adviser office smiling at
each other / their cherubic grandchildren / their impossibly
handsome adviser.
Layout - content squashed into the middle of the screen
like it’s 2005. Tiny images that can hardly be seen set within
deep off-putting paragraphs of never-ending text that
resemble a copy of The Times, 1912.
Text - wording that overwhelmingly talks about the
adviser, their qualifications, how many years they’ve been
in business rather than addressing the client and their
problems. Overuse of impenetrable financial jargon,
acronyms and names of services that are never explained.
Cliched, catch-all phrases such as ‘peace of mind’ and
‘industry-leading’.
Fake-sounding testimonials - bland phrases from
Mrs Miggins about she achieved 'peace of mind' and would
'recommend you to anyone' that sound as if they’ve been
made up by the adviser and approved retrospectively.
Navigation - a menu of page titles that don’t help
people find out what they want to know and make it hard
for them to even get in touch.
Ropey images of the team - taken on a mobile
ensuring that uncomfortable, rabbit-in-a-headlights look.
Or worse still, no images at all, leaving the client to guess as
to whether the adviser is even real.
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supermarket shopping to travelling – are done through
an app of some sort, your clients are craving a real person
who can reassure them they’re going to be ok with regard
to achieving their all-important goals in life and in keeping
their finances completely under control to achieve those
goals. So this is what they’re actually looking for.
THE RIGHT FIT
Once you’ve shown them this, you can start to attract those
people your business really wants to work with.
Because your website shouldn’t just a ‘qualifier’ it’s also a
useful tool in its own right. If it’s set up properly, it can
help to attract those ‘right’” clients and filter out the
‘wrong’ ones.
The ‘wrong’ clients are those who, though lovely, don’t fit
your proposition. Taking on these clients is going to make
your firm inefficient. It takes bravery, but in the words of
former US first lady Nancy Reagan circa 1986 during the
so called War on Drugs, to these clients, you have to “Just
say no”.
I hope I’ve convinced you that marketing is needed.
Your company website is the one place you can really show
what it is that makes your business special and your service
so valuable.
Are you doing that? Because if you’re not someone else will
be and we don’t want them becoming their client instead,
do we?
Thanks for reading. For an in-depth, technical analysis of
your website, contact me for your personalised digital
marketing report.

The FTSE - which contradicts the message if the message
is (somewhere) that the adviser’s proposition is long-term
financial planning.
Missing security padlock symbol - biiiiig red
‘x’ against a website purporting to be trustworthy. (This is
the padlock symbol that shows your site is secure. Google
penalises websites that don’t have this and Chrome will flag
up a security warning for sites without this.)
Non-responsive - websites that aren’t designed for
mobile use – not useful now that we’re officially ‘mobile
first’, meaning that more website searches are carried out on
mobiles than desktops.
The good news is that a website that’s the exact opposite
of the above – one that looks and sounds authentic and
genuine yet professional, and that shows you are, in fact,
a real-life human who can help them with their own
particular dilemma and make them feel comfortable about
the process before they’ve even met you. This is going to
stand out a mile.
There’s even more good news. In an increasingly cold
and robotic world where so many transactions – from
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About Faith Liversedge
Faith is a highly imaginative communications expert,
with almost 20 years’ experience of creating distinctive
and award-winning marketing content and campaigns.
After 5 years in journalism and 15 in financial services
marketing, she set up on her own in April 2017 to help
forward-thinking financial advisers connect with the
right clients and become more profitable through
having more effective websites, branding and marketing
communications.
Find out more at www.faithliversedge.com. Follow her on
LinkedIn, Twitter and Instagram @FaithLiversedge.
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HOW TO USE SEO
TO INCREASE YOUR

BRAND EXPOSURE
This is the first in a series of articles from Jon Pittham, Managing Director
at ClientsFirst, aimed at enhancing your brand’s online presence. This
month Jon looks at search engine optimisation and how you can use it
to build a strong online foundation for your financial planning business

S

EO has been around for a good few years but the
uptake within the professional services sector
has been quite low. Many firms still treat their
website as an after-thought, more like an online
leaflet briefly describing their services and contact details,
rather than being a fancy shop window that could entice
prospective customers.
The tide, however, is shifting. More and more professional
service providers are jumping online and creating buyer
journeys that begin with a Google search. And it’s a smart
investment, as attitudes have already shifted online in so
many other areas… how many of us make purchases on
Amazon after all?

Many firms still treat their website
as an after-thought, more like an
online leaflet briefly describing
their services and contact
details, rather than being a
fancy shop window that could
entice prospective customers

is that people will self-educate on a topic before picking
up the phone to a service provider, this helps them stay
informed throughout the sales process.
Knowing that your prospective customers are researching
who you are, and what you do, before making first contact,
is the perfect starting point to increasing your website’s
online presence. The tools you’ll need fall under the
acronym ‘SEO’, or Search Engine Optimisation.
TO SEO, OR NOT TO SEO?
People who work in niches, like many in professional
services, think that SEO is for big companies competing
for big exposure. But it works at a local level too, and in any
number of specialisms.
SEO is, fundamentally, the continual improvement of your
website to enhance your ‘organic search’. It’s a long game
that takes time, some effort, and is not a science. There’s
no magic formula, but there are three guidelines that every
website owner should know:
• Content: What information are you putting on your
website? Is the content of a very high quality? Are
people search for the content you are writing?
• Code: Can search engines find your content easily?
Do you web pages load at a decent speed?
• Credibility: Can search engines trust your content?

Having an online presence meets the demands of the
modern buyer on two fronts. The first is that prospective
customers will want to gather as much information on you
as possible as part of their due diligence process, to ensure
that your business will answer their problem. The second
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These three Cs of SEO are the foundations for any good
website promoting services online. But what can you
actually do to influence how search engines perceive you,
and thus reward you with greater online brand visibility?
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WINNING THE SEO GAME
There’s no magic formula. The trick is to continually
create and publish engaging educational information that
takes the shape of blogs, white papers, features, ebooks,
downloadable content, case studies, webinars, videos,
podcasts and anything else that people will find useful.
Each and every type of content should have the reader in
mind. What is your buyer persona? You may have two or
three personas, and these are the people you are writing for.

Winning at SEO for ever y topic
is impossible, it ’s best to choose
a niche, and specialise

Being in professional services, where you might often
meet clients face-to-face, presents a huge advantage as
you can easily ask your clients what kind of content they
engage with.
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rules and guidelines, then you’re more likely to gain
rankings over time.
Finally, writing short content (under 200 words) will get
you nowhere. Aim to produce 500 words as a minimum,
anything over is a bonus. 2019 is seeing a dramatic rise in
popularity for ‘pillar pages’, these long specialist articles can
reach over 2,000 words. We’ve even got the odd pillar page
in the pipeline that is over 6,000 words! These monster
editorials cover absolutely everything there is to know
about a particular specialist subject. This delivers value to
the reader as they can remain on that single page to get all
the information they need.
WHAT’S NEXT?
What you’ll appreciate is that SEO is measurable. So the
more effort you and your team puts into creating awesome
content, the more you’ll see the numbers shift in your
direction. As we said, SEO is not a science, so we can’t
predict what the digital landscape will look like in the
next few years. But with the right amount of hard work,
your SEO optimised website, and brand, will gain online
visibility, drive traffic, and deliver measurable ROI.

Winning at SEO for every topic is impossible, it’s best to
choose a niche, and specialise. Once you’ve built a solid
foundation, you can then move into the next area of
expertise and grow your knowledge base.
WHERE TO START?
This is where a team of marketers, SEOs and specialist
writers comes in handy, either in-house or outsourced. You
need to start with keyword research. This will tell you the
amount of search volume behind specific industry phrases
that you want to rank for.
As a quick win, you could write a blog post based on this
research. For instance, the keyword ‘financial advice’ is
searched for almost 2,000 times a month (source: Moz),
but with such a broad topic you’re likely to face huge
opposition. On the other hand. ‘Do I need a financial
adviser for my pension’ is searched 500 times a month
(source: Moz), there will be less competition, you’re more
likely to rank for that term, and potentially convert readers
who land one your website.
Once you’ve written one article, you’ll need a second,
then a third and so on. Regular content increases the
likelihood that Google will trawl your site, and if the
technical side of your site conforms to the search engine’s
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About Jon Pittham
Jon founded ClientsFirst in 2010, having previously
worked in both plc and SMEs. Having started in what
he describes as a ‘broom cupboard’, Jon has grown
ClientsFirst from the ground up and continues to take
an active role in both our own marketing and that of
our clients, as well as setting the strategic direction of
the business.
Jon’s most difficult ‘management’ task away from the
office is keeping three young offspring busy but, when
he’s not doing this or anything related to ClientsFirst,
he heads out into the great outdoors, with tennis, golf
and running the occasional half-marathon amongst
his hobbies.
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SUSTAINABLE INVESTING
Is sustainable investing just the latest trend or a sector set to
become a mainstream part of the investment universe? Sue
Whitbread introduces this special focus in the May and June
editions of IFA Magazine and comes to the conclusion that this
is a powerful force which advisers should ignore at their peril

T

here can be little doubt that public interest
in matters of importance such as climate
change, sustainability, the environment and
conservation is on the rise – and sharply so.
You just have to take a look at the TV or listen to the news
and you’ll see it right there in front of you. Whether it’s
the Extinction Rebellion campaign protestors bringing
the streets of London to a close or Sweden’s sixteen year
old climate activist Greta Thunberg’s outcry leading to
tens of thousands of schoolchildren walking out of their
schools to take part in the school strike for climate action,
you can’t fail to notice that the tide is turning and attitudes
are changing. Sir David Attenborough’s TV programmes
such as ‘Climate change – the facts’ which was broadcast
over Easter and the ongoing success of Blue Planet are
also alerting viewers to the bigger picture as to what is
going on around them and the implications of our human
behaviour on the natural world.

Sustainable investing options are
available across asset classes
and through a broadening array
of investment vehicles, including
those suitable for retail investors and
which advisers need to be aware of

INVESTING SUSTAINABLY
And this rising tide of awareness about sustainability is
having an impact on the provision of financial planning
and investment advice too. No longer are clients simply
concerned about the performance of their investment
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portfolios or the risks that they need to take to achieve
that return. There’s now another element – and one
which is assuming significant importance – which is that
of investing sustainably. As well as being appropriate
for their needs and attitude to risk, investment needs to
sit comfortably with the client’s ethics, values and their
moral compass. And the emphasis on this is set to grow
significantly in the years to come. That’s why IFA Magazine
is running a special focus on the topic of sustainable
investing in both this edition and our June edition too.
The emphasis on investing sustainably is already happening
– and not just here in the UK. According to the Global
Sustainable Investment Review (GSIR) sustainable
investing assets in the five markets of Europe, the United
States, Canada, Japan, and Australia and New Zealand
stood at $30.7 trillion at the start of 2018, a 34% increase
in two years. It reports that in all of these regions except
Europe, sustainable investing’s market share has also grown.
From 2016 to 2018, the fastest growing region has been
Japan, followed by Australia/New Zealand and Canada.
The largest three regions— based on the value of their
sustainable investing assets—were Europe, the United
States and Japan. Clearly, sustainable investing constitutes
a major force across global financial markets.
In almost all the markets represented in the GSIR report,
sustainable investing has grown in both absolute and
relative terms in the two years since the beginning of
2016. As a result, the report outlines that that sustainable
investing represents more than 50 percent of total
professionally managed assets in Canada, Australia and
New Zealand, nearly half in Europe, 26 percent in the
United States and 18 percent in Japan. This growth reflects
the expanding awareness of the business case for sustainable
investing. Asset managers in the United States, Canada,
Australia and New Zealand reported in regional surveys
that major motivations for their use of sustainable investing
strategies are the desire to minimise risk and improve
financial performance over time. This may also explain
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why the sustainable investing strategy of ESG integration
has become more widely deployed globally, with 60 percent
more global assets managed with this strategy in 2018 than
in 2016. Negative screening and corporate engagement
are popular and often complementary strategies to ESG
integration in each of the five regions. The quest for positive
impact remains an important motivation, too. A majority
of money managers in the United States and New Zealand
cited the desire to achieve social and environmental benefit
or to fulfil their firms’ missions as factors in their work.
Investment initiatives related to combating climate change,
responding to environmental challenges or implementing
the UN Sustainable Development Goals were in evidence
throughout the five regions. The data collected by GSIR
demonstrates, too, that sustainable investing is increasingly
accessible. Sustainable investing options are available across
asset classes and through a broadening array of investment
vehicles, including those suitable for retail investors and
which advisers need to be aware of.
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social consciousness, the main objective of ESG evaluation
remains financial performance.
WHAT IS SRI?
Socially responsible investing (SRI) goes one step further
than ESG by actively eliminating or selecting investments
according to specific ethical guidelines. The underlying
motive could be religion, personal values or political
beliefs. Unlike ESG analysis which shapes valuations, SRI
uses ESG factors to apply negative or positive screens on
the investment universe. Examples of some negative SRI
screens include:
• Alcohol, tobacco and other addictive substances
• Gambling
• Production of weapons and defence tools
• Terrorism affiliations
• Human rights and labour violations
• Environmental damage

This is a trend which looks
set to continue to gather
momentum and to ensure that
sustainable investment becomes
a mainstream concept within
a ver y short space of time

BUT WHAT’S WHAT?
This growing proliferation of funds and strategies integrates
ethical considerations into the investment process. But how
do you analyse them? What are the differences?
Environmental, social and governance (ESG), socially
responsible investing (SRI) and impact investing are terms
often used interchangeably by clients and professionals
alike, with the assumption that they are interchangeable.
However, distinct differences exist that will affect how client
portfolios should be structured and which investments are
suitable for meeting social impact goals.
WHAT DOES ESG MEAN?
ESG refers to the environmental, social and governance
practices of a company or an investment that may have
a material impact on its performance. The integration
of ESG factors is used to enhance traditional financial
analysis by identifying potential risks and opportunities
beyond technical valuations. While there is an overlay of
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For clients engaged in socially responsible investing, making
a profit is still important, but must be balanced against
principles. The goal is to generate returns but in a way
which is in line with their social conscience.
WHAT ABOUT IMPACT INVESTING?
With impact investing, positive outcomes are most
important - meaning the investments need to have a
positive impact, in some way. So the objective of impact
investing is to help a business to accomplish specific goals
that are beneficial to society or the environment.
Of course, some funds are explicit in their pursuit of
sustainable investment, having this as a primary objective.
However, more and more fund managers and investment
houses are seeing ESG and sustainable investing as a critical
part of their due diligence and stock selection process. This
is a trend which looks set to continue to gather momentum
and to ensure that sustainable investment becomes a
mainstream concept within a very short space of time.
With these issues in mind, we are grateful to a number of
experts who are operating in this sector for sharing their
opinions and analysis with us for IFA Magazine. This is in
order for us to better understand what is happening within
the world of investment and how, as financial planners,
we can better support clients’ needs by ensuring that their
investment portfolios really are appropriate for all of
their objectives. It also opens up a far more meaningful
discussion around investment themes at reviews and
supports the development of that long term client
relationship which is based on understanding and trust.
In this day and age, that is win-win.
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A POSI IVE IMPACT
What’s so different about an impact investment fund? Sue Whitbread
gets down to detail and talks to Ben Constable-Maxwell, Head of
Sustainable and Impact Investing, M&G Investments, about how
and why he and his team are focused on delivering sound long term
investment returns as well as having demonstrable positive impact
on the world’s major social and environmental challenges.

SW: THIS IS A HUGELY INTERESTING SECTOR
AND ONE GROWING IN IMPORTANCE FOR
ADVISERS AS WELL AS INVESTORS. CAN WE
START BY TAKING A LOOK BACK AT WHAT
WAS THE THINKING BEHIND THE LAUNCH
OF THE M&G POSITIVE IMPACT FUND
LAST NOVEMBER?
BCM: It was a concept we had been working on for
some time prior to launch. The scale of the world’s major
social and environmental challenges was becoming ever
more apparent and we recognised the role investors
had to play in providing the capital to address those
challenges. We thought there was a real opportunity to
set up a fund specifically intended to address these social
and environmental issues, and to do it via an investment
product which could deliver superior investment returns
over the long term.
Teaming up with my M&G colleague John William Olsen,
who has nearly 20 years of experience in managing high
conviction, long term oriented portfolios, we developed a
proposition with a dual objective, to address those global
societal challenges and to do this in a way that didn’t need
to sacrifice investment returns. The intention was also very
much to enhance the accessibility of impact investing to
the broader investing public by launching a liquid, positive
impact investment fund. It had previously been largely the
domain of institutional investors and UHNW clients. We
thought it was time for that to change.
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SW: LET’S TALK ABOUT THE FUND’S
OBJECTIVES NOW – CAN YOU EXPLAIN
WHAT THE FUND SEEKS TO ACHIEVE?
BCM: The fund has two specific objectives: The financial
objective is to outperform the MSCI All Countries World
Index over five years, although our initial time horizon
when investing in a company stretches to ten years. The
other objective is to deliver demonstrable positive impact
through addressing the world’s major challenges such as
climate change, pollution, social inequalities and health
issues. It’s a growth orientated approach overall, looking
at total returns with no specific income target.
The key difference with other forms of investing, ESG
amongst them, is the dual objective nature of impact
and the obligation to report on the impact element.
SW: SO WHAT IS IT THAT MAKES THE
FUND DISTINCTIVE AND INNOVATIVE IN
YOUR OPINION?
BCM: The fund is quite concentrated, holding between
25 and 35 stocks. Our key strength is in-depth analysis.
In addition to extensive financial analysis, we conduct an
extensive impact assessment which consists of a deep dive
into all the positive and negative impacts of the business.
It’s the depth of our approach which is key.
Reaching out to all types of investors is another important
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feature of this fund. It matters to us to make this fund
available to small and large investors alike. To this end, we
are totally transparent about our holdings and we publish
the investment and impact thesis for all every stock owned
in the fund.
Finally, strong adherence to the tenets of impact investing
in the listed equity space is something we take very
seriously. These tenets are:
• Intentionality – clear intention of the companies we
invest in to deliver impactful outcomes
• Additionality - the importance of your capital doing
something that wouldn’t be achieved without it and/
or the company would not have achieved
• Measurability/materiality – the ability to measure the
impact and to be meaningful as a percentage of the
overall business.
Adapting these principles to listed equities as rigorously
as possible is very important to us. This means that we are
pinpointing the impact of the companies that we invest in
rather than the impact of the investor. Other investors are
doing it to an extent, but it’s the depth of our analysis and
the preservation of those principles which makes the fund
stand out in our view.
SW: HOW IMPORTANT IT IS FOR YOU TO
ENGAGE WITH THE PROFESSIONAL ADVISER
COMMUNITY? ARE THERE PARTICULAR TYPES
OF CLIENT WHO YOU THINK THE FUND WILL
PARTICULARLY APPEAL TO?
BCM: While it is essential for the Positive Impact fund
to live up to institutional scrutiny, its aim is to broaden
out its reach to a larger segment of the investing public.
Fundamental to achieving this goal is the endorsement
of the IFA community. To assist with this prior to launch,
we went through a detailed client consultation process.
This involved extensive work with the professional adviser
community. Since launch, we’ve been busy helping to boost
advisers’ knowledge about how impact investing fits within
the broad spectrum of ESG and explaining to them how it
adds a societal dimension to traditional forms of investing
focused exclusively on returns.
The fund currently stands at around £33m in size. We
have had great support from the IFA community and we
are looking to build on this over time. Cementing our
presence will take time but we are in it for the long haul.
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We recognise that impact investing is a relatively new
concept, especially in listed equities. Not only does the
impact investing sector need to mature, we also need to
establish our fund credentials within this nascent sector.
SW: WHAT’S THE INVESTMENT STRATEGY
YOU OPERATE WITH THE FUND? HOW DOES
THE TEAM DECIDE WHICH COMPANIES TO
ACTUALLY INVEST IN?
BCM: One of our starting points is to use the United
Nations’ 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).
These were introduced in 2015 by the UN to mobilise the
word’s attention on the biggest challenges of our times:
poverty, hunger, health, education, clean water, affordable
energy amongst others. The SDGs are a phenomenal tool
to help coalesce investors around impact but they are broad
and high level. For the purpose of portfolio construction,
we therefore decided to drill them down to six investable
impact areas. Three of these are environmental, covering
climate action, environmental solutions and circular
economy and three are focusing on social issues, including
health, decent work conditions and social inclusion.
We have developed an evaluation tool for identifying
impactful businesses called the iii framework – with iii
standing for investment/intention/impact.
The first ‘i’ stands for investment, where we assess if a
company has a sustainable business model that will allow
it to achieve competitive returns over a cycle. The second
‘i’ stands for intention. This is where we want to establish
that the company has a clear intention to address some of
the world biggest challenges, to ensure that it isn’t just an
accidental outcome. We must check that the company’s
actions back this up. We’re currently experimenting with
machine learning to see if it helps widen our universe and
help verify that intent is matched with action. The third
‘i’ stands for Impact and this is where we determine that a
company’s positive impact more than offsets any negative
elements, check that the impact can be measured using
reliable metrics, that it is material as a proportion of the
overall company and that it brings something new that
would not have otherwise been provided.
From a total universe of around 3,500 to 4,000 companies
available to us, approximately 150 stocks have passed our
iii test and have made it onto the watchlist. To be included,
each contender is reviewed by the impact team. The team
regroups people from across the business (multi asset,
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emerging markets, small caps) which helps turn every stone
and provide healthy challenges from different perspectives.
This is a great way to make sure that we’re not letting
through companies which might have great investment
characteristics but are perhaps not greatly impactful –
and vice versa.
From that 150 approved list, the fund manager builds a
portfolio of 25-35 stocks. Timing and valuation will be the
key factors for inclusion in the portfolio.
There’s final element worthwhile highlighting. We classify
impactful companies into three categories
• Pioneers - early stage, small businesses which are
disruptive and capable of transforming the dynamics
of an industry.
• Enablers – companies which provide tools for other
companies to deliver the impact. (diagnostic tools, lab
equipment, software for example)
• Leaders – these tend to be larger, more mature
businesses which are driving sustainability and
positive impact in their field.
By investing in different types of business models, we bring
useful diversification to the portfolio in addition to the six
impact areas.
SW: SO HOW DO YOU GO ABOUT
MEASURING IMPACT?
BCM: This is arguably the biggest challenge for impact
investors. Due to our fundamental, bottom-up stock
picking approach, our impact measurement starts at
the stock-specific level and focuses on the impact each
company is delivering on the world’s major societal
challenges. We start with the Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs) as an overarching framework, drilling down
to the underlying 169 KPIs that give more specific detail
to the high-level Goals. Many - but not all - of these KPIs
can be used by investors to measure and monitor impact
(some of the KPIs are for use by governments or the public
sector). For every fund holding we need to see a primary
contribution to one of the SDGs as measured by these
underlying metrics.
So for each of our six impact areas, using the SDG
framework and proprietary inputs, we have set out 3-4
metrics to define each company’s impact. For example,
if we look at one of the fund’s six impact areas - Climate
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Action - we can assess the company’s contribution to this
challenge by measuring the megawatt hours of renewable
energy generated or the number of homes powered by
renewable energy… or in tons of greenhouse gas avoided
by the company’s activities. In our ‘Better Health’ basket,
we focus on numbers of patients reached with improved
healthcare or better access to healthcare. And in ‘Circular
Economy’ the focus is on tonnes of waste avoided
or recycled.
These are early days for impact measurement and we will
continue to develop our process. Better company-level
disclosure on impact, which is improving but is far from
perfect, will in turn help us refine our own measurement
approach. Our first annual impact report later this year
will aim to show the impact achieved by every company
since our investment in it. Over time, we will monitor
how the impact develops, reviewing progress regularly and
challenging management if the business’ impact is out of
line with our expectations.
We use the ‘iii’ framework as I’ve explained but within that
we employ a ‘results chain’ - or logic chain - methodology.
This is an approach employed by the likes of World
Health Organisation and the Gates Foundation to analyse
more precisely the impact generated by each investment,
by splitting out the ‘output’, ‘outcome’ and ‘impact’. For
example, if we look at a company which makes wind
turbines, then in simple terms the output would be the
number of turbines created. However, when looking at the
outcome, this would be that question of megawatt hours
of renewable energy generated. Finally, the impact would
be the number of people who can power their homes
through wind and clean energy leading to reduction in
climate change by reducing emissions of greenhouse gases.
We need to follow these things through.
It’s a useful tool and pretty universally applicable to
measure impact across a broad range of areas such as
health, renewables, education, etc. We do encounter
businesses which are highly impactful but are at an early
stage in articulating their impact. In such cases, we see our
role as supporting them in improving their disclosure,
which in turn enables us to understand to what extent they
are delivering impact.
The measurement process is crucial in assessing the
delivery and progress of impact but also in communicating
to our clients. They will expect full disclosure and we will
need to deliver it. We recognise the interest in being able
to articulate impact at a higher level (i.e. fund level or
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impact basket level) but this comes with its own challenges.
It’s something we are working on and it will get better as
corporate impact reporting improves.
So we believe strongly in transparency and this means
holding ourselves to account in the same way that we do
for the companies we invest in. It requires a lot of work and
in-depth analysis, but quality of measurement will be the
litmus test for impact investors. Society demands it and so
do our investors and their advisers.
SW: HOW DOES THE FUND ENABLE POSITIVE
CORPORATE AND CLIENT ENGAGEMENT?
BCM: As regards corporate engagement, we’re a small
fund at the moment and it could be that this would
restrict our engagement, but as a large fund management
house with a reputation as a highly engaged, long-term
investor, we are lucky to have good access to company
management and a voice that has a decent chance of
being listened to. The dialogue we have with corporates
is already very interesting. They tend to be very open –
sometimes intrigued - by the idea of us an explicitly impact
investor investing with them. We have found this opening
up differentiated avenues of discussion with company
management. Impact-oriented discussions need to go
beyond talking about earnings results, balance sheet issues
or even ESG (although all are still important) and move on
to the company’s reason – or purpose - for being and how
it is delivering on that purpose through impact. Impact
investors have a role to play in challenging companies to
go further.
This leads to a highly engaged discussion. Again, these are
early days and it’s hard to determine the impact of these
discussions given our relatively small size, but we feel the
quality of the dialogue is driven by impact. We and some
others are acting slightly as a vanguard here. We believe
that impact investing is only going to grow. We can help the
companies to develop their own impact metrics and get
ahead of the curve as other investment groups will certainly
expect to see these as the years go on.
It’s similar when it comes to communicating with potential
investors in the fund. Through the process of consultation
which we engaged in prior to launch, we had interesting
discussions about what we’re trying to achieve and how
we can enable our customers to participate. We spent a lot
of the time discussing impact, more than we spent on the
investment process and portfolio risk characteristics. Of
course the latter are of huge importance but the former is
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clearly an engaging topic for advisers and clients alike. If
we can demonstrate that you can achieve good long term
investment returns whilst making a difference to society,
it is clearly a compelling proposition.
Interestingly, we are in the process of developing a
microsite on our main website (and potentially an app).
This will help clients and investors to tap into the 17
Sustainable Development Goals and the six impact areas
to see progress and where their money is invested as well
as the impact those investments are making. This is a
great opportunity to transform the quality of engagement
which advisers have with their clients around matters of
investment and is very exciting in that context.
To date, our industry has failed to reach out to investors
and hasn’t been engaging enough. Impact investing needs
total transparency. It is such a fascinating, narrative-rich
area which lends itself very naturally to more informed
communications to build stronger engagement with clients.

About Ben Constable-Maxwell, Head of Sustainable
and Impact Investing, M&G
Ben joined M&G in 2003 as an Investment Specialist
supporting the Global Equities team. He then moved to
the Corporate Finance and Stewardship team in 2013,
where he began focusing on corporate governance
and ESG at international companies. Ben has been
responsible for developing the incorporation of ESG
in M&G’s investment processes and sits on M&G’s
Responsible Investment Advisory Committee, which
oversees Responsible Investment activities at M&G
including the firm’s membership of the UNPRI. Ben
graduated from the University of Newcastle-upon-Tyne
with an Honours Degree in Classics before spending
four years in the Equities team at Invesco Perpetual.
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CELEBRATE
GOOD TIMES
(AND A LONG HISTORY OF RESPONSIBLE INVESTING)!
By Audrey Ryan, manager of the Kames Ethical Equity Fund

L

ater this month we celebrate the 30 year
anniversary of the Kames Ethical Equity Fund.
Many things have changed and evolved over the
past three decades, perhaps none more so than
the advances in technology which have had effects on most
consumers, businesses and industries. One thing that hasn’t
changed however is our commitment and consistency of
approach to responsible investing; consistently building
out the range of products that we provide to investors, the
most recent of which, the Kames Global Sustainable Equity
Fund, will be three years old this month.
RESPONSIBLE INVESTING AND
ACTIVE MANAGEMENT
For Kames, responsible investing involves active
management and engagement: active management is
ESG management. Our client-led exclusions and regular
interaction with clients keeps our ethical products relevant
in an ever evolving industry. Active management across our
fund range and a focus on the bottom-up stock-picking
also allows access to many attractive growth businesses,
specifically within the mid cap arena.
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Investing responsibly and ESG in general has rightly moved
up the agenda for many whether they be fund providers or
clients. New fund launches have been notable as has the rebadging of existing products in the ESG and Sustainability
themed space.
LOOKING “UNDER THE BONNET”
Interestingly there were reportedly 66 new ESG passive
funds launched in 2018, taking the total to 205!. More
product choice for the end investor is a good thing.
However, it is key that investors understand what they are
investing in and we would argue that exploring what is
‘under the bonnet’ of all funds is a must. Passive funds,
for example, often rely on third party ratings agencies to
screen for ‘good’ and ‘bad’ ESG stocks and while we fully
acknowledge the benefits of ESG ratings agencies for our
own research purposes, as we incorporate their work into
our quantitative screens and bottom up research process,
we are equally aware of some of their limitations. These
include questions around the limited (or no) assessment of
actual product impact; poor, inconsistent and self-reported
ESG data quality, and the danger of the cookie cutter
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approach of ratings whereby every company is different
but treated the same. We also have concerns around ratings’
large cap bias where small or mid-sized companies are not
covered or often harshly treated, the geographic bias where
emerging market companies are not considered, as well as
the inherent backward looking nature of data, whereby a
leopard can never change its spots! Investing sustainably
inherently means looking to the future!
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We have been a champion in the space for 30 years and
continue to leverage our experience and commitment –
here’s to the next 30 years!

THE HUMAN TOUCH
As active investors we invest in businesses and the
management teams that run them. Our fundamental
analysis ensures we fully understand the businesses we
back, and our own ESG work deepens our knowledge
and strengthens our conviction. Then once invested
we take our stewardship responsibilities very seriously.
We communicate regularly with Board members and
management teams and are always willing to challenge
them when appropriate; whether it be on strategy or
ESG issues. Where issues cannot be resolved we as active
managers can sell the shares. Holding companies to
account directly is somewhat more challenging for
passive funds!
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Audrey Ryan
Manager of The Kames Ethical Equity Fund
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SUSTAINABLE INVESTMENT

THE WHATS, WHYS AND HOWS
Julia Dreblow Director SRI Services, founder of the Fund EcoMarket fund
tool, highlights how advisers can identify the most appropriate funds
within this increasingly popular sector to meet clients’ individual needs

T

he area of sustainable, responsible and ethical
investment has been steeped in myths ever
since the first ethical fund was nicknamed
‘The Brazil fund’ way back in 1984 ‘not
because it would help save rain forests’ but ‘because you’d
be nuts to invest in it’.

regulatory bodies, including the PRA, FCA, FRC and DWP
are all beginning to bring climate change and ESG into
their rules and guidance. Work on taxonomies and labels
by the IA, BSI and EU should also prove helpful.

What is less well known about that quote is that its author
was the lawyer who had battled to gain regulatory approval
for the fund and one of its first investors – albeit one with
the help of a somewhat dry sense of humour!

Most relevant for financial advisers however are the
proposed MiFID II changes that may see SRI Fact Finding
(and related support processes) become obligatory.

I was lucky enough to be introduced to ‘sustainable and
responsible investment’ (SRI) in 1991, when I was just
starting out as a broker consultant at the then mighty NPI.
The area immediately made sense to me as the planet’s
resources are finite and so business would need to ‘work
smarter’. Coupled with the widespread anger about the
Apartheid regime in South Africa it was clear to me that
‘profit at any price’ did not suit everyone.
What I could not understand then (and even later career
at Friends Provident and as an UKSIF director), was
why such matters were widely ignored by regulators and
financial advisers.
WHERE ARE WE NOW?
Fast forward to today and we are in a rather different place.
The Paris Climate Agreement and UN Sustainable
Development Goals have recently passed their third
anniversaries and the UK’s Climate Change Act is over
10 years old.
The EU’s desire to tackle climate change and encourage
sustainable finance (their Sustainable Finance Action Plan
was recently published) is helpful, as are the UK’s ambitions
to lead in this area. Indeed, Government departments and
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INVESTMENT CONSIDERATIONS

Of course, many investment managers have been on this
page for some time. Strategies range from ‘ESG integration’
– primarily used to mitigating environmental, social
and governance risks – to ‘responsible ownership and
engagement’, where the leading edge ‘forceful stewardship’
is being felt by Shell and others, thanks to the work of the
ClimateAction 100+ investor coalition.
Between these extremes are, as you will know, many
fund options to choose from. There are screening and
thematic (avoid and/or support) strategies that combine
ethical, social and environmental issues – often alongside
engagement and risk mitigation – in many different ways.
Indeed this area has enjoyed exceptional growth recently.
The recent Global Sustainable Investment Alliance (GSIA)
report indicated an increase of nearly a third in two
years, with worldwide assets exceeding $30 trillion as at
31/12/2018. The report showed ‘Avoidance’ remains the
lead approach internationally, with ‘ESG Integration’ and
‘Corporate Engagement / Shareholder Action’ in second
and third places respectively (measured by AUM).
The report also pointed to growing ‘retail’ demand – now
estimated at a quarter of the total. My guess is that Blue
Planet 2 being beamed into living rooms up and down
the land may have worked its magic here and is focussing
clients’ minds on the bigger picture.
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HOW DO I GET STARTED?
Unsurprisingly perhaps, this question is increasingly
being asked by advisers.
To make a success of investing in funds within this area
- and not feel like you are going around in circles – it is
essential to recognise that few issues are truly ‘black or
white’. Fund manager and client motivations, opinions
and preferences all vary – meaning that fund options are
necessarily and legitimately diverse and dynamic.
Three of the most common client ‘motivations’ are:
• This area makes ‘financial sense’. The world is changing,
companies need to be cleaner, greener and more
forward looking - and to precis - higher ESG standards
are good for business (and therefore investors).
• The second relates to personal values and lifestyles.
Clients who are particularly concerned about issues like
climate change, animal welfare and poverty generally
want their investments to reflect those views.
• The third is around desired outcomes, impacts and
how we want the world to be in the future. Investment
plays a significant role in shaping the world and so
should be used as a positive ‘change agent’.
A further factor is that ‘issues’ change over time. For
example, apartheid in South Africa has ended but modern
slavery remains. The hole in the ozone layer is shrinking
– but climate change is moving faster than expected. And
of course, new technologies, solutions and opportunities
emerge - and must continue to do so.
WHAT’S WHAT WITHIN THE SRI FUNDS
UNIVERSE?
As such ‘issues’ are often the front of mind for clients yet
hard for advisers and paraplanners to find information
on, the Fund EcoMarket tool leads with these. Its ‘SRI
Styles’ include three ‘ethical values’ led strategies (Balanced
Ethical, Negative Ethical and Faith based), three ‘themed’
approaches (Sustainability, Environment, Social) and
‘ESG Plus’ (where risk takes centre stage but must be
supplemented with noteworthy SRI activity). These sit
alongside approaching 100 filter options that list different
issues, approaches and corporate strategies – plus standard
investment filters.
WHAT EXACTLY ARE ADVISERS
SEARCHING ON?
Looking behind the scenes by using this free to use tool
helps illustrate why so many options are needed. The top
searches (filter option clicks) since the start of this year have
been: ‘OEIC, ‘Equity’, ‘Sustainability Themed’, ‘Global’ and
‘Mixed Asset’. Also near the top are ‘Ethically Balanced’ (ie
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best in sector / fund balances pros and cons) and ‘Negative
Ethical’ (focused on exclusions). The next highestranking issues related searches were ‘Environmental’
and ‘Sustainability’ themes and policies, ‘Avoidance of
armaments’, ‘Excluding coal, oil and gas majors’, ‘Climate
change/GHG policy’ and ‘Avoiding animal testing’ and
‘Avoids fracking & tar sands’. And incidentally avoiding
‘Pornography, Gambling and Tobacco’ (in that order) are
all also in the ‘top 50’ searches (of a total of 4849 events,
Analytics). An eclectic, but fascinating, mix in my view!
This mix shows the importance of starting with an ‘open’
initial fact find question - where nothing is assumed – and
being able to offer multiple fund options.
SUPPLEMENTARY FACT FIND
This should then be supported by a supplementary fact
find. Some advisers prefer to start with ‘SRI Styles’ (or
general areas of interest) and then drill down to specific
issues and approaches. Others offer clients a list of ‘issues’ before mapping these to asset types, geographic regions
and product options.
WHY SHOULD I BOTHER?
Yet with many historic myths long since buried, I remain
aware that some advisers may still be wondering why they
should bother with this or how relevant it is for clients?
To help answer those questions, I will leave the final
word to Mark Carney, Governor of the Bank of England,
whose work in building climate resilience into financial
systems is highly regarded. In an otherwise broadly upbeat
speech which he gave on 21 March 2019 on sustainable
finance entitled ‘A New Horizon’, Carney said ‘…the task
is large, the window of opportunity is short, and the stakes
are existential’.
To me, that seems to sum it up pretty well
About Julia Dreblow
Julia Dreblow is a founding
director of SRI Services
and runs the fund manager
supported FundEcoMarket.co.uk
tool that is designed to enable
financial advisers to match clients’
aims to sustainable, responsible
and ethical fund options. She
has been a leading proponent
of this area for over 20 years
and in addition to running Fund
EcoMarket, being a director of
UKSIF - and on various advisory
boards - does consultancy, policy
consultation work, media, events
and speaking engagements.
www.FundEcoMarket.co.uk
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INVESTING FOR
CLIMATE CHANGE
Climate change is real but how is that reflected in the underlying
construction of your clients’ portfolios? Impax Environmental
Markets plc (IEM) co-manager Jon Forster shares two ways to
consider climate change when constructing a portfolio.

I think most people now
accept that climate change
is happening, but the extent
to which the risks that
it creates are reflected in
portfolio construction is
harder to ascertain.
In the last few years, discussion of climate risk, in relation
to portfolio management, has certainly become more
prevalent. For instance, sectors where assumptions
regarding future price and volume have been made without
considering the impact of emissions regulation or carbon
taxes, are clearly at risk.

Yes, climate change needs to
be considered as a risk factor
in portfolio construction, but it
also presents opportunities for
active long-term investors

The financial impact of climate change is significant. In
the United States alone there were 30 weather and climate
related disasters that cost over $1 billion each between the
start of 2017 and the end of 2018. In contrast there were 31
events in the ten years between 1980 and 1990 (Source: the
National Oceanic and Atmosphere Administration NOAA).
At Impax, the impact of climate change has been a key
component of our investment philosophy since we were
founded in 1998. Yes, climate change needs to be considered
as a risk factor in portfolio construction, but it also presents
opportunities for active long-term investors.
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MITIGATION – AVOIDING PROBLEMS
Investing in companies that enable us to mitigate climate
change by reducing our environmental impact, such as
energy efficiency, renewable energy, methane reduction
and agricultural efficiency.
Pulling out energy efficiency as an example here, we
see growth driven by pure economics not subsidies. In
addition, tightening efficiency regulations are accelerating
growth. We are seeing rapid growth across a range of
verticals, including new areas like the industrial internet
of things and electric vehicles (EVs).
ADAPTATION – COPING WITH A MORE
VOLATILE CLIMATE
Investing in companies that enable us to adapt to meet
the challenges of a changing climate, such as water
infrastructure, grid strengthening, back-up power and
food production.
Cape Town, with its population of circa 4 million people,
suffered a period of drought that meant the City’s main
reservoir was close to zero in March 2018. As a result,
residential water use was cut from around 120 litres per
person per day in 2015 to 50 litres at the start of 2018.
With drought events more prevalent today than in the
past, officials now need to invest in a range of measures
including conservation and leak detection. In contrast
flooding and storms represent different priorities,
where protection and clean up are more pressing. The
application of technology to cope with aggressive climate
events and variable power generation and the development
of more robust infrastructure, we believe, offer attractive
long-term returns.
Climate change is real. There are risks that need to be
considered but there are also opportunities that can
be captured.
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SUSTAINABILITY
AND INVESTING
Dr Marc-Olivier Buffle, Senior Product Specialist - Global Environmental
Opportunities Fund at Pictet Asset Management, outlines why
sustainable investing no longer means sacrificing returns

T

hanks to the emergence of a thriving
environmental products industry, investing
to safeguard the planet no longer means
sacrificing returns.

Danica May Camacho was born on October 30, 2011, to
the sort of fanfare rarely seen in Manila’s crowded public
hospitals. That’s because she represented a global milestone
– her birth brought the world’s population to seven billion.
It was at once a joyful occasion and a reminder of the
challenges posed by ever more people competing for
finite resources.
In less than 30 years’ time, the planet will be home to
nine billion human beings, a larger proportion of which
are likely to be part of the middle class. This is certain to
put even more pressure on the environment, testing it to
breaking point.
Investors are increasingly alert to these challenges. Many
now recognise that, as stewards of capital, they have a
crucial role to play in placing the economy on a more
sustainable footing. But for them to become part of the
solution, investors need to resolve a paradox. How can
they become responsible guardians of the environment
and simultaneously secure an attractive return on their
investments?
We believe the solution to that conundrum has already
begun to take shape. With governments and businesses
responding to growing public pressure to reverse
ecological degradation, a distinct and attractive group of
environmental equity investments has emerged. These are
companies that combine strong environmental credentials
with innovative products and services designed to
safeguard the world’s natural resources.
A BURGEONING ENVIRONMENTAL
PRODUCTS INDUSTRY
Once a niche activity, environmental investing is now
moving firmly into the mainstream. There are several
reasons for that.
To begin with, society’s attitudes towards protecting the
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planet have changed considerably in recent years. That's
partly because a growing proportion of the population has
personal experience of the damage ecological degradation
can cause. In 2015, pollution killed nine million people
– three times more than AIDS, tuberculosis and malaria
combined.1 Floods and droughts have brought untold
misery to millions more. Social media has also helped
shape world opinion. Thanks to platforms such as Twitter
and Facebook, people can now voice and share their
concerns about pollution and sustainability in a way they
couldn’t before.
Also giving sustainable investing a shot in the arm is a sharp
drop in the cost of technologies such as renewable energy,
water recycling and agri-tech. In the US wind power is now
cheaper than any other form of energy.
STARS ALIGNED FOR ENVIRONMENTAL INDUSTRY
The combination of people power, government policies
and economics has given rise to a thriving – and eminently
investable – industry for environmental products and
services. China's generously-funded anti-pollution drive,
for example, is likely to boost the prospects of firms that
develop environmental technologies such as filters for
engines and industrial applications for pollution control.
More broadly, as corporations worldwide embrace
sustainable business practices, publicly-listed firms
specialising in the development of a broad range of
environmental technologies have mushroomed, while the
number of patents filed for environmental products over
the past decade has more than tripled.2
Overall, we estimate that the environmental products
industry is already worth some USD2 trillion, and can
grow by about 6-7 per cent per year. That should matter
to investors: companies operating in this sector should,
according to our estimates, see sales growth of 6.5 per cent
per year, outpacing that of firms in the MSCI World equity
index by more than 2 percentage points.3
[1] The Lancet Commission on pollution and health, 19.10.2017
[2] WIPO [3] Median 2016-18e sales CAGR (%) in local currency.
Source: Bloomberg, Pictet Asset Management
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INVESTORS WANT TO
MAKE AN IMPACT.
AND SO SHOULD YOU.
Chris Holmes, Investment Adviser,
John Laing Environmental Assets Group (JLEN)

M

ore than 70% of investors have never
been offered ESG-based investment
opportunities. This provides a significant
opportunity for wealth and asset
managers to offer values-based investments, attracting new
assets and retaining beneficiary clients .
According to the Global Sustainable Investment Alliance,
more than $30 trillion is already invested in socially
responsible investments, up 34% since 2016. European
investors are the biggest supporters at $14 trillion.

Unless stated in an investment
mandate, ESG investing does
not exclude certain sectors,
countries and companies, nor
does it sacrifice portfolio returns

To add some context, Environmental, Social and
Governance (ESG) investing involves the explicit and
systematic inclusion of ESG factors in investment analysis
and investment decisions . Sustainable investing and impact
investing are branches of ESG investing, usually with
the aim of achieving a set of specific deliverables beyond
financial return (for example, carbon reduction).
Unless stated in an investment mandate, ESG investing
does not exclude certain sectors, countries and companies,
nor does it sacrifice portfolio returns.
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DRIVERS BEHIND THE DEMAND
• Legislation: Government policy and legislation
related to ESG investment is on the rise. The
UK is looking at how to eliminate or restrict
structural incentives that promote the pursuit
of short term returns to the detriment of longerterm considerations.
• It also looks likely that European markets will be
subject to a form of sustainable finance legislation in
the future and China has already moved on this issue .
• Risk management and portfolio resilience: The
World Economic Forum lists failure of climate-change
adaptation, man-made environmental disasters, water
crises and biodiversity loss among its top 10 risks ,
many of them higher than the risk of cyber-attacks
• It makes financial sense, therefore, to develop a portfolio
that is resilient to these risks wherever possible.
• Investor demand: Demand for ESG investing is
influenced by millennials and Gen-Z investors, who
invest to align with their personal values. And as they
inherit baby boomer wealth, we can expect many
investors to seek values-matching ESG, or ethical,
investment options.
SCALE OF THE OPPORTUNITY IS LIFE-CHANGING
Take the low carbon energy market as an example.
Funds such as JLEN have embraced the UK government’s
support of a low carbon economy. Combined with the
declining cost of low carbon technologies, we have built
a 275MW portfolio of subsidy-backed wind, solar,
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anaerobic digestion, wastewater treatment and waste
management assets.
And we’re not alone. This is a fast-growing market with
long-term prospects for investors.
Bloomberg New Energy Finance research predicts by 2050
the size of the global low carbon investment market will be
$10 trillion, providing 71% of global electricity from zerocarbon sources.
And thanks to subsidies catalysing a supply chain
industry, the cost of low carbon energy has dropped
drastically in the last 10 years and is now competitive with
conventional generation.


  
















 














 









As global AUM based on ESG criteria continues to grow
rapidly over the next decade, understanding that direction
of travel will not only help manage risk in portfolios but
will also deliver greater value to investors over time.

i.

https://www.ey.com/Publication/vwLUAssets/ey-sustainableinvesting-the-millennial-investor-gl/$FILE/ey-sustainableinvesting-the-millennial-investor.pdf

ii.

Global Sustainable Investment Alliance Trends Report 2018

iii. United Nations Principles for Responsible Investment
www.unpri.org
iiii. https://publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201719/cmselect/
cmenvaud/1063/1063.pdf
v.
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https://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/bankingand-finance/sustainable-finance_nl#implementing-theaction-plan-commission-legislative-proposals

vi. https://www.eco-business.com/news/how-china-became-aglobal-leader-in-green-finance/
vii. World Economic Forum Global Risks Perception Survey
2018–2019: http://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_Global_
Risks_Report_2019.pdf





 

  
      

  
      
 



  

Source: Lazard’s Levelized Cost of Energy Analysis v 12.0
LOOKING FORWARD
Challenges such as the circular economy, decarbonisation,
water scarcity, board diversity, gender pay gap, modern
slavery are all able to be addressed in investments using
ESG investing principles.
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RICHARD HARVEY

CATCH A
FALLING STAR
What next for investors in Woodford funds? Richard Harvey reflects
on the fall from grace of “star” fund manager Neil Woodford and
why stories of his demise might just be a little bit premature

obody likes to admit they enjoy a bit of
'schadenfreude' - getting a buzz over
someone else's misfortune - but there may
well be some of that happening within a
few corners of the investment advice community right now.

N

redemptions from the fund and a decision by Woodford,
some poor investment decisions and also his choice to back
smaller and mid- cap stocks in preference to the olderbut-goody - and perhaps safer bets – like Astra Zeneca and
GlaxoSmithKlilne.

The subject of their sublimated glee is Neil Woodford, once
lauded by investors with the same ardour as tribesmen
worshipping an Inca god in an Indiana Jones movie.

A descent from grace like this poses an inevitable question how can someone who has been so spectacularly successful
suddenly fall off the proverbial cliff?

You won’t fail to have noticed that Neil, who did a cracking
job for his investors for many years during his days as a
fund manager at Invesco Perpetual, is now on the end of a
media larruping after a period of underperformance of his
Woodford funds.

FOOTBALL CRAZY

A descent from grace like this
poses an inevitable question - how
can someone who has been so
spectacularly successful suddenly
fall off the proverbial cliff?

According to some reports, his flagship Woodford Equity
Income fund has plummeted in size from £10bn to
less than £5bn. This is following a prolonged period of
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It's precisely the thought which ran through the minds of
Fulham Football Club fans recently. Having started the
season badly, the club hired as their new manager Claudio
Ranieri, the man who piloted Leicester City to a spectacular
Premier League title a couple of years ago, and who was
thus deemed a 'no risk' appointment by Fulham's owners.
Fast forward three months, and Claudio - or 'Clownio' as
he was referred to by then - was ushered to the exit after a
disastrous run of results, contributing to a season which
one supporter pithily described as "a clusterf*** of an
omnishambles".
Naturally, there are thousands of fans of rival teams who
wallowed in schadenfreude at the discomfiture of a club
which had blown £100m on players in preparation for the
season, all to minimal effect.
But football followers tend to believe there is always a bright
dawn after a dark night, and that resurrection is always just
a season or two away.
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ZIPPER DE-DO-DAH

quickly that boom turned to bust.

But not in the case of others who have fallen from grace.
Those with 'a zipper problem', as the Americans so
charmingly put it, find it more difficult than most, and it
seems unlikely that Bill Cosby will ever return to anodyne
family fun TV shows.

Similarly, and perhaps controversially in many investors'
view, he largely avoided buying bank shares in the early
2000s. So who looked a smart cookie when the financial
crisis of 2008 came along?

On the other hand, Hugh Grant has proved that a brief
encounter with a loose lady in the back seat of a limo is
not always terminal in career terms (even if a number of
newspaper editors would wish otherwise).
DOWN, DOWN, DEEPER AND DOWN
So those sniggering at Neil Woodford's comeuppance
should maybe pause to consider that the man might be
suffering at the moment, but that he's shown a remarkable
ability to emerge from financial storms in the past and with
a smile on his face.
Right now, he's in distinguished company. Bestinvest
recently issued a chart of "serial underperforming
investment funds", tracking performance over three years.
Woodford Equity Income was right up there, but so too
were funds from heavy-hitters such as Jupiter, UBS, Invesco
and Standard Life.

Those readers with longer-term
memories might recall that 20
years ago Woodford refused to join
the stampede of those investing
in tech stocks riding the fashion
for anything with a dotcom suffix

Redemption is always at hand. So good luck Neil
Woodford. Well done Hugh Grant. And better luck next
season Fulham - because Grant is a fan (and, if you hadn't
already guessed, so am I!).

Those readers with longer-term memories might recall
that 20 years ago Woodford refused to join the stampede
of those investing in tech stocks riding the fashion for
anything with a dotcom suffix . And we all know how
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REACHING FOR
THE SUMMIT
The Invesco Summit Growth Range was launched back in July 2018;
the range of five multi-asset funds is managed around long-term risk
targets. This is intended to provide an asset allocation and fund selection
menu which allows advisers to fully match their clients’ risk profiles.

Feedback from advisers was really centred on three main
challenges that we felt well placed to help them with:
• Making asset allocation and fund selection decisions
for clients
• Aligning clients with investments that match their
risk tolerances
• Greater transparency and less administration

WE CAUGHT UP WITH NICK MUSTOE,
CIO OF INVESCO’S HENLEY INVESTMENT
CENTRE, TO FIND OUT MORE ABOUT WHAT
HE AND HIS TEAM HAVE TO OFFER ADVIERS
AND INVESTORS.
WE STARTED WITH THE RATIONALE BEHIND THE
SUMMIT GROWTH RANGE.
“We launched Summit for a couple of key reasons. Firstly,
it was clear to us from our ongoing conversations with
advisers that their needs were evolving, partly due to a
changing regulatory backdrop. Secondly, the breadth of
our in-house investment capabilities meant that we could
bring something different to the space in a cost-effective
way for advisers.
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Over the last few years, Invesco has further enhanced its
investment capabilities by building an in-house strategic
asset allocation capability in the form of the Houston-based
Invesco Global Solutions team. We have also made some
acquisitions in the ETF space, meaning that Invesco is now
the fourth largest ETF provider globally. Those additions to
our already diverse investment capabilities provide us with
a compelling investment toolkit.”
ASKED WHAT MAKES THE SUMMIT
FUNDS DIFFERENT, NICK THINKS THE KEY
IS FLEXIBILITY.
“One of our key differentiators is that we do not have
an imposed house view at Invesco, which gives us real
diversity of thought. While many UK investors know us
for our Henley investment centre, we also have 12 other
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independent investment centres around the world. So
why is that important? It means we are not constrained by
investment approach, or style. Summit is predominantly
active but we can also invest in factor-based and passive
strategies. Crucially, it means we can access different parts
of the market in different ways. In practical terms, we have
more than 500 funds and more than 300 ETFs to choose
from. Summit is in effect a multi-manager range but
with the cost benefits, greater investment team access
and granular data obtained by investing in-house.

Summit is in effect a multimanager range but
with the cost benefits, greater
investment team access
and granular data obtained
by investing in-house

Another differentiator is that we are able to undertake
our strategic asset allocation in-house. We are fortunate to
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have access to a highly competent, well-resourced strategic
asset allocation team that builds outcome-driven strategic
portfolios. Being able to work closely with that team is a
real benefit.”
In addition to a strong focus on investment quality,
Invesco have spent considerable time ensuring that
Summit provides advisers with resources that make their
lives easier. For example, they have produced a range of
materials, including due diligence documents and clientfacing materials, and have developed the Summit Reporter
tool which allows advisers to create bespoke, co-branded
client reports.
WE WERE INTERESTED TO FIND OUT A BIT
MORE ABOUT THE STRATEGY BEHIND ASSET
ALLOCATION WITHIN THE FUND RANGE, AND
NICK WAS HAPPY TO EXPAND.
“We operate an asset allocation framework that
encompasses both strategic and tactical views.
Our strategic allocation takes a long-term view and is
provided by our in-house Invesco Global Solutions team.
They use proprietary capital market assumptions, i.e.
return and volatility expectations for a range of markets
and asset classes, to build five optimised portfolios that aim
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for our five respective risk targets over a ten year horizon.”
Nick undertakes the tactical asset allocation alongside
his Managed Funds team in Henley. It is fundamental in
nature and takes a one-to-three year view, allowing Summit
funds to take advantage of short- to medium-term market
opportunities and to mitigate risks.
AS EVER, RISK AND VOLATILITY ARE CRITICAL
COMPONENTS OF ANY MANAGED FUND –
WHAT IS YOUR APPROACH TO THESE
KEY FACTORS?
“Risk management is deeply embedded in all stages of our
investment process, from fund selection to tactical asset
allocation. So while volatility is clearly important, it is not
the only way we think about risk. We also consider risk to
encompass factors such as the potential for capital loss, or
the likelihood of return shortfall.”
In order to align portfolios with their intended risk profiles,
Nick Mustoe and his team apply relative volatility targets
aiming for 30%, 45%, 60%, 75% and 90% of global
equity market volatility (as measured by MSCI AC
World) respectively.
“We tactically allocate around the strategic allocations
within the following parameters to keep the portfolios
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aligned with their intended risk profiles:
• +/-10% at the asset class level (e.g. equities, bonds,
alternatives)
• +/-5% at the sub-asset class level (e.g. US equities,
high yield, bank loans)
In addition, we benefit from a dedicated risk manager who
utilises a third-party risk system in order to provide detailed
portfolio risk insights including risk decomposition, pretrade ‘what-if?’ modelling, historical stress-tests,
and forward-looking scenario analysis.”
HOW DO THE FUNDS HELP ADVISERS TO MEET
DIFFERING CLIENTS’ NEEDS?
“One thing we have learnt in the last few years is that
risk-targeted, multi-asset funds, including the Summit
Growth range, are used by advisers in a number of ways.
For example, some use them as a single investment solution
while others utilise them as the core holding within a
broader portfolio.
Summit caters to a wide range of risk appetites, meaning
that advisers should be able to align the vast majority of
their clients with an appropriate investment.
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Our consistent approach means that those investments
should remain appropriate for clients for as long as
their financial objectives and tolerance to risk
remain unchanged.”
For ease of use, the funds are risk-rated by the major riskprofilers, including Dynamic Planner, Defaqto, Synaptic
and Finametrica.

Having expert fund selection,
strategic and tactical asset
allocation all under one roof
allows for constant interaction
between the fund managers
throughout the investment process
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tried to deliver. Firstly, our range of capabilities mean that
advisers can access truly diversified portfolios in a costeffective way. After all, we have access to the entire breadth
of Invesco's investment capabilities worldwide and so are
able to draw on a hugely diversified source of returns. And
having expert fund selection, strategic and tactical asset
allocation all under one roof allows for constant interaction
between the fund managers throughout the investment
process. Summit also provides advisers with the ability
to match a variety of client risk profiles. Furthermore,
we consider Summit to be a partnership with advisers,
designed to make their lives easier, by providing a range
of client-friendly marketing literature and updates on the
funds, including the Summit reporter tool. “

Of course you’re ever so slightly biased, but briefly, why
should advisers consider Summit for their clients?
“I think that there are a few key things which we have
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CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Position: Paraplanner
Job Ref: 48818
Location: BURBAGE
Salary: £20,000-£35,000 per annum
The client:
This well-established Financial Planning firm is looking for an experienced paraplanner to join their growing technical team in the
Leicestershire office.

The opportunity:
You will be responsible for preparing client suitability letters and financial report writing. You will be working in a supportive team
environment where progression is strongly supported and exam support is provided.

What’s needed for me to be considered?
•
•
•

Working towards CII Level 4 Diploma in Financial Planning
Previous experience within a fast-paced IFA Practice
High level of analytical capability and good communication skills

Position: IFA Administrator
Job Ref: 49186
Location: SALE
Salary: £18,000-£20,000 per annum
The client:
An enthusiastic and ambitious IFA Administrator is needed to join a leading independent financial planning and wealth
management firm. This role is perfect for an individual looking to not only develop their skills and industry knowledge but
additionally provide a top quality service.

The opportunity:
Our client is looking for an individual who is passionate about their work with the ability to provide high quality support to the
successful Financial Planners of the firm.
In return you will be provided with a wealth of opportunity including a collaborative working environment where you have the
ability to make a real difference within the business. By working alongside the experienced advisers you will be able to build
on your knowledge and expertise. This is an environment where progression and development are strongly supported with the
opportunity to study CII exams and ultimately move towards a paraplanning position.

What’s needed for me to be considered?
•
•
•
•

Must have previous experience within an IFA / Financial Planning practice
A good knowledge of mortgages would be advantageous
A good understanding of Intelligent Office is desirable
Strong administrative and professional communication skills, both written and verbally

Position: Paraplanner
Job Ref: 48039
Location: HOVE
Salary: £30,000-£45,000 per annum
The client:
The opportunity exists for an experienced Paraplanner to join a fantastic business in Hove which focuses on providing a high
quality financial planning and investment management service.

The opportunity:
The firm has the flexibility to mould the perfect opportunity around each person’s specific skill set, so the role can be tailored to
exactly what you want. You will have the opportunity to work in a supportive team environment with a great office atmosphere,
where progression is strongly supported.

What’s needed for me to be considered?
•
•
•
•

Level 4 Diploma qualified or working towards this is desirable/ or relevant industry experience
Previous experience within a fast-paced IFA Practice
High level of analytical capability and good communication skills
Good pensions & investments product knowledge

Position: Paraplanner
Job Ref: 49473
Location: LOUGHBOROUGH
Salary: £30,000-£45,000 per annum
The client:
An experienced paraplanner is required to join a well-established business which provides a highly personalised financial planning
service. With specialist expertise on investment management, pensions and mortgage solutions, they pride themselves on
developing long-term financial plans for clients whilst delivering exceptional customer service.

The opportunity:
The successful candidate will be expected to provide high quality Paraplanning and analytical support to the financial planners of
the business. You will have the opportunity to work in a supportive team environment where progression is strongly supported.
Some of your duties will include:
• Delivering high quality suitability reports in a timely manner to clients while embracing the company’s core values
• Obtaining relevant research relating to proposed advice
• Regularly participating in team meetings, including highlighting issues and owning actions through to resolutions
• Preparing asset allocation reports and files for meetings as well as recommendation reports
•

Dealing with platforms and product providers to obtain information about existing and potential investments

•

What’s needed for me to be considered?
•
•
•

Experience within an IFA Practice is essential
Currently hold Level 4 Diploma or close to achieving
Excellent communication skills, both written and verbally

Position: Paraplanner
Job Ref: 49480
Location: BRIDGEND
Salary: £36,000-£38,000 per annum
The client:
This award-winning boutique financial planning firm is looking for a talented, diploma-qualified paraplanner to join and help
manage the workload for the successful financial planners of the business.

The opportunity:
The firm is looking for someone with a broad knowledge of financial planning products and can offer study support towards
Chartered status. Alongside this, the successful candidate will be able to tailor the role to exactly what they want. My client is
willing to offer the possibility of flexible working hours or even some home-based working.

What’s needed for me to be considered?
•
•
•
•

Diploma in financial planning is essential
Previous experience in a fast-paced IFA business
Good knowledge of pension transfers, inheritance tax and income strategies
Confident, empathetic and willing to go the extra mile

Position: Paraplanner
Job Ref: 48959
Location: LONDON
Salary: £32,000-£38,000 per annum
The client:
This is a highly rewarding opportunity for an experienced Paraplanner who is looking for the next step in their career and is eager
to build a back-office team around them. You will also have the chance to play a key role as part of the company’s Investment
Committee, if this is something you desire.

What’s needed for me to be considered?
•
•
•
•
•

Level 4 Diploma qualified
Any Advanced (AF) qualifications are preferable
Previous experience within a fast-paced IFA practice
High level of analytical capability and good communication skills
Working knowledge of Intelligent Office

Position: Financial Adviser
Job Ref: 48340
Location: ORPINGTON
Salary: £40,000-£50,000 per annum
The client:
The opportunity for a successful Independent Financial Adviser to work within an established and successful firm dealing in all
areas of financial advice for High Net Worth Clients.
Due to the retirement of a Senior Adviser, our client is looking for an experienced IFA to take over and develop their existing client
bank which has circa £45M FUM, with full and comprehensive back-office support.

What’s needed for me to be considered?
•
•
•
•
•

Level 4 Diploma qualified
Any Advanced (AF) qualifications are preferable
CF30 and achieved CAS
Proven track record of writing high levels of business year on year
Proven experience within a whole-of-market advisory practice

Position: Financial Adviser
Job Ref: 48210
Location: NORWICH
Salary: £55,000-£60,000 per annum
The client:
This multi-award winning financial planning practice has offices nationwide. They specialise in providing tailored financial advice
to private clients across the UK as well as some of its largest businesses.

The opportunity:
The successful candidate will receive a client bank of circa £21M FUM but will also be tasked with generating leads through a
Private Bank with which the business has a professional relationship, across the Norwich and Cambridge belt.
In the first 3 years you will be able to boost your income having validated your salary twice over and a £4000 car allowance will
be provided.

What’s needed for me to be considered?
•
•
•

Ideally Chartered or working towards
Ideally you will have banking and IFA experience
Proven experience of writing good levels of business

Position: Paraplanner
Job Ref: 49348
Location: MANCHESTER
Salary: £38,000-£40,000 per annum
The client:
This is a highly exciting opportunity to join an industry leading Financial Planning firm in their fantastic Manchester office. It’s a
National firm with strong links and introducers in professional services. The firm prides itself on providing an excellent service to
clients whilst continually looking to grow and expand their highly reputable team, maintaining one of the best names within the
industry. The firm places a large focus on promoting from within, so there is a clear structure towards management or advisory
roles from this position.

The opportunity:
The firm seeks an experienced Paraplanner to join the team. They have the flexibility to mould the perfect opportunity around each
person’s specific skillset, so the role can be tailored to fit what the successful candidate is looking for. You will have the opportunity
to prepare suitability letters, reports and recommendations and provide technical support to complex client queries. You will be
working in a strong team-focused environment where you can develop your career within a prestigious firm and help the junior
members of the team by passing on your existing knowledge accordingly. The role can be client- facing too if required.

What’s needed for me to be considered?
•
•
•
•
•

Hold Level 4 Diploma in Financial Planning as a minimum
Previous experience supporting advisers within an IFA environment
Comprehensive market knowledge with strong technical ability in private client financial advice
Client facing experience (advantageous, not a necessity)
Progression towards Chartered status (advantageous)

What’s next?
If you are interested in any of the above opportunities, please contact us directly. If suitable, one of our specialist consultants will
be in contact with you to discuss the opportunity in detail prior to submitting your Curriculum Vitae to the client. During this
discussion, we will aim to identify your specific skills and motivations and, where appropriate, can also recommend other relevant
opportunities to you that match your requirements.

And finally…
If these specific vacancies are not exactly what you are looking for, please contact us to discuss other opportunities we may be
recruiting for that aren’t necessarily advertised.
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THE GROWTHINVEST PORTFOLIO SERVICE.

OPEN FOR BUSINESS.

The GrowthInvest Portfolio Service allows Advisers to
introduce their clients to the best of our SEIS and EIS
qualifying investment opportunities in a single
discretionary managed fund.
If you or your clients are interested in a diversified
portfolio of tax-efficient investments,

then contact us to find out more. We are helping UK
small businesses to realise their full potential, whilst
giving Advisers the tools to introduce their clients to
this exciting investment category.
For more information contact us now at growthinvest.com

MAKE IT YOUR BUSINESS

